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When Flesh Meets Wood Eclitoriall lij  .111111'im 14rrii!11:

The popular image of a traditional pup- great touring marionette performances onlookers to "suspend disbelief." I'm
pet show, such as one might find in 19"i of Tony Sarg's company, is one of pup- quite certain that our collective memory
century prints of an open air Punch and pets performing for an audience. The of a golden age of puppetry in which
Judy play at Brighton Beach, a solo puppeteers are,for the most part, hidden, there were humans in front of the stage
Chinaman in a bag stage or perhaps the which makes it easier, presumably, for and puppets on stage and basm is little

IMAGE FROM THE FEAST, AN INTIMATE TEMPEST [ PAGE 14 ]

FIGURE 1-AT PROSPERO'S BEHEST, ARIEL AND CALIBAN ACT OUT THE MEETING OF MIRANDA AND FERDINAND.

PHOTO: MICHAEL BROSILOW.

more than a delusion fueled by a kind of our field of vision a bit, we find humans between musicians, puppets, puppeteers,
romantic nostalgia. As my father says: and puppets sharing performance spaces masked dancers and the public change
"They don't make 'em like that any in a variety of ways. This may seem fluidly over the course of daylong cel-
more...and they never did." like a contemporary phenomenon, but ebrations. In the classic tragedies of 5'h

Yes, there have been puppet shows of consider Dadaist performances of nearly century BC Greece, oversized, masked
that sort for a long time, and this model a century ago or the visible three-man gods (essentially walk-around puppets)
is still with us in companies like The teams manipulating figures in 178 mingled with human-scale actors and
Salzburg Marionettes, but if we expand century Japan. In Mali, relationships chorus members.
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71 Lp-
EditorFurthermore, I think the whole In this issue, we look at what Andrew Periale

concept of the "willing suspension happens when humans meet puppets PO Box 252
of disbelief' has been oversold. I'd on stage-as animators, collabora- Strafford, NH 03884

aperiale@gmail.comalways thought this was a coinage tors or fellow performers, and how
of Walt Disney to explain our en- the human's presence on stage does

Designer/Assistant Editorjoyment of his fantastical animated not detract from our enjoyment of Bonnie Periale
films. In fact, it was first used by the puppet but enhances it. Ronnie bperiale@gmail.com

Samuel Coleridge in 1817 to explain Burkett is a potent example of the
Historian/Book Review Editora reader's ability to enjoy literature visible soloist who is by turns god-

John Bell*containing supernatural, or at least like puppeteer and a character sharing john.bell.puppeteer@gmail.com
romantic, elements. 1 prefer Philippe the spotlight with marionettes that
Genty's take on this phenomenon, he himself is animating [Brandes, Webmaster/Consultant for Electronic Media

Donald Devetnamely, that the very young child's page 41. Penny Francis relates the
"preconscious" mind does not dis- challenges of working with actors at

Advertisingtinguish between illusion and real- London's Royal Central School of Reay Kaplan
ity-the magician's sleight of hand is Speech and Drama as they learned to reaypuppet@yahoo.com

real magic . The "enlightened" adult project character through an object
Membership Servicesmind always knows that the vanishing Ipage 81. Dr. Paul Piris looks at "co- Meghan Fuller Newbury

cigarette, for instance, is a trick. The presence" in the solo performance unima@mindspring.com
preconscious,animistic mind,though, styles of Neville Tranter and Nicole
is Still present amid all that the adult Mossoux [page221, a principle that Controller
has learned about the world and its is also well illustrated by Carolyn Lisa Rhodes

physical laws, so there is no need to Roark's Punch lecture [page 36]. We
Board of Directors, UNIMA-USA, Inc.suspend anything when enjoying a have many more examples,each with

Founding President - JIM HENSONpuppet show: the viewer is simulta- its own twist: The Trout Workshop's
neously tricked and in on the trick , "bearded , naked men ," Redmoon 's Lynn K . Jeffries , President

Marsian DeLellis , Secretaryand I believe it is the tension inherent The Feast Can intimate Tempest), Blair Thomas , Treasurer
Karen Smith, Vice President, Committeesin that paradox that contributes to our Spain's Titeres Etcdtera and much

Manuel Moran, Vice President, Procedures*enjoyment of puppetry . inore . Good reading , everyone! Claudia Orenstein , Vice President, Publications
Kathy Foley*

Heather Henson
Stephen Kaplin
Irina Niculescu

Marianne Tucker

Peer Review Editor
Dassia Posner, Northwestern University

Ex-Officio Board MembersPeer Reviewers
John Bell , Boston College PEER REVIEW NOTICIE : Vincent Anthony, General Secretary

Steve Abrams , Consultant for Electronic Media
Eileen Blumenthal , Rutgers University Scholarly articles submitted to Leslee Asch , Consultant

Dimitri Carter , Consultant*Dawn Tracey Brandes , Northwestern University Puppetry fillermiliumd  ti ,r peer
Allelu Kurten , Consultantreview DC) %(Tr need to be on th,it

Bradford Clark, Bowling Green State University Michael Nelson , Consultant, Procedures
isslic's theme. A.~ one of the fi,w U. S. Andrew & Bonnie Periale , Publications

James M . Cherry , Wabash College pill )lications to carry prer reviewed Bart P. Roccoberton , Consultant
al-ticles on puppetry, it is our policyMatthew Isaac Cohen, Royal Holloway,

University of London to (9 ic'(11 [rage "brave, new research" *UNIMA International Councilor
ill the field. Sce our guidelines at:Kathy Foley, University of California, Santa Cruz
1 111 i n i a -1 1 Na . o rg/ p l i bl i ca ti ons / s t 11 ) 11 i i S-

Claudia Orenstein, Hunter College/Graduate Sl<)11<.]lt]1 11 ProductionCenter, City University of New York
Terrie \\ana, (Thank you, Lillian Meier)

Colette Searls STEINWAY STUDIO
University of Maryland, Baltimore

r & 74 AL
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1~1  Ilim 11 ~1~ril~f~' 111'i111(1(?~

Canadian puppeteer Ronnie Burkett's Theatre of Marionettes regularly boasts complex. large-scale
narratives and casts of characters in the double digits. And yet. Burket<s theatre is essentially a one-
man show. ' Since he founded the Theatre of Marionettes in 1986, Burkett has penned his own scripts.
designed his own puppets. and stood alotic onstage amidst his large cast of exquisitely-crafted mari-
onettes. ' While a variety of designers and builders collaborate with Burkett behind the scenes. it is
ultimately his body that the audience encounters onstage. deftly breathing life into the puppets he
manipulates,' As is the trend in contemporary puppetry,4 Burkett is always visible onstage, to greater
or lesser degrees. The virtuosity of Burkettk solo performances is part of the appeal of  his theatre: the
rapid-fire shifts between character voices, or the detailed individual gestures of each marionette. are
outstanding in part because it is Burkett alone lending his voice and pulling the strings. The relationship
between Burkett and his cast of miniatures is not an accidental byproduet of these productions: rather.
it is intrinsically linked to the emotional power of Burkett'% theatre. In this article. 1 will draw on two
examples of Burkett's work that reveal this link in different ways: the 1998 production Street
and Burkett's most recent offering, (2011 )2 1 will argue that Burkettk performance style
works in combination with the texts of his plays to produce a sense of community. both on the stage
and in the audience.
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Characterized by Burkett as "a big.sprawling. gothic prairie of the marionettes were long-strung. meaning that Burkett could

epic" (Qtd. in Morrow 322), Stive/ of Blooddefies succinct summari- operate them from a standing position on the bridge. but a handful
zation. Country bumpkin Edna Rural pricks  her finger on herquilting were short strung. allowing Burkett to work the marionette on his
needle and sees Christ'sfaccinthe bloodon her quilt. Heradopted own level.Themarionettesthemselvesstood approximately two feet
son Eden, a self-defined queer radical who has been bombing gay tall, adhering to a scale of 5" = 1  Their arms. legs, and feet were
haunts in an attempt to organize the queer community against the carved from wood. while their heads,hands. and torsos were made
crusading Christian Right. returns home to Turnip Corners.Alberta. from paper clay. Their features were detailed but slightly carica-
after receiving a letter supposedly from his birth mother, He hopes tured,from Edna'splump, matronly face to Esme's vampiric sneer.
to discover that his real mother is Esint Massengill, a Hollywood and their costumes were equally precise. An extensive network of
icon and, unbeknownst to Edenandtherest ofthetown.avampire. strings andarticulated jointsallowedthemarionettesanimpressive
She and her entourage have come to town to perform a musical range of subtle motion.
and secretly collect clean blood from the townsfulk, a venture that In no place is Burkett's presence as a solo performer more felt
the recently-returned Jesus Christ trie, somewhat ineffectually to than in the moments when he invades the puppet world as one of
discourage . Eden dies at the hands of Esmt , Exind is vanquished the characters in it . lin Street (tf Blood. Burkett performed a handful
by Jesus. and Edna finally admits that her husband Stanley died of of characters sans puppet,including the character of Jesus. Accord-
AIDS after receiving infected blood during an operation. and that ing to Burkett. the choice to play Jesus himself came well into the
he had unknowingly passed the disease on to her. Yet the show ends creation of the piece. and was based largely on choosing -the easiest,
with a dose of Edna'% infectious optimism as she chooses to leave cheapest, most economical piece of vocabulary" (Interview). But it
Turnip Corners for the big city and triumphantly drives off into the also gave Burkett a way to avoid the iconic image of Jesus: indeed,
prairie horizon. Eden complains that he looks more like an "aging club boy" than

Visually, the stage in this production was separated into three the »Sunday school" Jesus he's accustomed to (Street 114). In fact.
acting areas, roughly corresponding to the three main characters: without the typical trappings of the iconic Jesus. Burkett's Jesus is
Eden. Edna and Esmt. The backdrop of each playing area was deco- far more human than deity. more a part of the puppet-scale drama
rated with a faded symbol connected to the character: a pink pride than the mastermind pulling the strings. Although Burkett's Jesus
triangle for Eden. a red cross for Edna. and a yellow star for Esmt. physically loomed over his subjects, recalling the oft-cited metaphor
These panels could raise or lower to reveal new locations.such as of human beings as puppets whose strings are pulled by a (oftentimes
Ednat living room. Three feet above the stage was an upper deck uncaring) god, this incarnation of JesuA is far from domineeringi,
from which Burkett manipulated the long-strung marionettes. Most he laments that "no one lives by my rules" and. later. jokingly
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encourages Edento"lighten up"(Street 114). Heeven articulates thetwodistinctcharacters simultaneously findexpression through
the fundamental qualities that he and Eden share: -We have a lot in the single puppeteer. While this interaction between Stanley and
common ." he tells Eden . ' Silent fathers and saintly mothers '  (Street young Edna spotlights this concept . the Iluidity of character was
114).Thus, Burkett's Jesus emphasizes his similarities with other present throughout the production. Even when Burkett was notthe
characters rather than his differences. focus of the scene, he was not operating iii darkness. the audience

In addition to Jesus. Burkett played a second character in Street was always aware that these character voices are emitted from the
of Blend without the aidof apuppet : Statiley Rural , Eden ' s homo- samemouth . andthatthesame hands move the various characters
phobic father. With this character, Burkett emphasized the diminu- from above. There isa commonality that unites this otherwise ragtag
live size of his puppets in relation to his own body. In a flashback cast of characters, and it is made visible by Burkett's omnipresence
sequence. Stanley (Burkett) catches a young Eden puppet dressing in this production.
up in his mother's wedding dress. Burkett -grabs the strings of the This sense of commonality within difference can be described
marionette and violently pulls the puppet of young Eden up to his using theatre scholar Jill Dolan'+ term "utopian perforniative,"
level" (Street 118). In contrast to the tender treatment Burkett usu- which refers to "small but profound moments in which performance
ally affords his miniature charges. this moment of violence stood calls the attention of the audience in a way that lifts everyone
out as what National Post theatre reviewer Robert Cushman called slightly above the present . into a hopeful feeling of what the world
"the most terrifying embodiment of parental oppression 1 have ever might be like if every moment of our lives were as emotionally
seen on a stage" (Compelling"). Burkett-as-Stanley captured the voluminous, generous, aesthetically striking, and intersubjectively

"larger-than-life power of Stanley iii the eyes of young Eden. But intense (5). Dolan sees a power in the kinds of performances she
this is not the only moment when Stanley took to the stage. When describes-those lhat touch spectators in such a way that promotes
Edna told the story about the day she found out she could not have community, hope. and love. and evokes a change in the spectator
children. Burkett once again performed Stanley, this time climb- that stays with them long after they leave the theatre. This can hap-
ing down from the bridge to join the Edna puppet on stage level. pen iii :~ variety of ways for Dol:in. but the modethat mostconnects
Burkett continued to narrate the story in Edna's voice, but hung the with Burkett is the monopolylogue. a term coitled by performance
marionette controls on a steel rod at bridge level.so themarionette scholar Michael Peterson todescribe the performance of multiple
remained upright without Burkett's intervention. As he narrated characters by a single actor. Dolan argues that performances of
the flashback in Edna's voice, he physicalized her description of this genre are uniquely capable of enacting what she calls -revised
Stanley, tenderly tying a miniature apron around the marionette's humanism- (20)-an interest in what connects us as human be-
waist. miming feeding her bacon and eggs, and finally ending in ings without ignoring specificities of gender. sexuality. race, etc.
tableau embrace of the small puppet (Street 102-3). or relying on a transcendental universality which inevitably leads

As in the case of Jesus. this moment humanizes Stanley. More to problematic hierarchies of what it means to be human, Dolan's
importantly. it highlights the fluidity with which Burkett slips be- humanism is. instead, "contextual, situational, and specific" (22).
tween characters. He is at once Edna (voice) and Stanley (body): seeking out similarities between people while remaining vigilantly

EDNA FLUFFER, SPANKY AND UTA

'SESSE
:SEES.
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aware of the limitations of a totalizing humanity. The monop-
olylogue . by channeling multiple characters through a single a,ifr D(>11#13
performer, -can stage various cultural identities on the same
body in ways that highlight difference but also perhaps point fMPRESARIO
toward commonalities among people" (67).

Indeed , the text of Street Of B 10(,d consistently reminds Heather Henson
the audience of the surprising connections between seemingly lynn K. legiies
opposite characters, a theme exemplified in the relationship be- Nancy Slaubtween Edna and Eden. Edna Rural is the quintessential prairie
matriarch, able to "succinctly embodlyl all the contradictions
of the provincial character" (Morrow. 319). Eden actively diA- BENEFACTOR
tances himself from his mother and childhood home , changing Chinese Theatre Work.~
his last name to Urbane. moving to the big city. and searching
for his birth mother. But Edna and E.den both marvel over PATRONEsmEs fantastic costumes. Eden says that he spent much of
his time watching Esmt ' s movies admiring her clothes . gush - Dreamlike Puppet Company
ing that . "Even playing a spinster from Bumfuck U .S . A .. she Kathy Foley
looked fabulous!" (Street 11). Meanwhile. Edna reminisces
about the homemade wedding dress fashioned after EsmEs jennings Puppetem
in the movie Pas.wort /br Love, admitti ng that - 1 was sti ll just
lumpy Edna. But when I put on that dress. well. didn t 1 just SPONSOR
feel like a princess" (Street 33). The dress represents romance Donald Batjes, jr.
and femininity for Edna. reinforcing her sexuality much in
the same way that it does Eden ' s . In the hands of Burkett , the Black Cherry Puppet Theater
differences between Edna and Eden , whilestill pronounced . Robert Burns
seem to fade in comparison to their shared origins. shared Paul Vincent Davismanipulator, and shared humanity.

The sense of community described by Dolan and sought Carol Mjan
after by Burkett does not end at the proscenium arch: rather, Tom fogartyit extends into the audience. When a show is going well,
Burkett says , the audience will begin breathing for the pup- Jane A. Henson
pet and, in turn. breathing together: "On those nights; where loan Hunt ~
people are willing to just dive in Isicl and start breathing for
the characters because rve whispered something , or held my Diane 2 Ri£hard Koszarski
breath , so they start breathing in unison for a nanosecond . Allelu Eurten
Then you have them" (Interview). Ideally, says Burkett, the
audience transforms into "that thing in the dark which is one lon Luddq & Rqylynn Hughes
thing" (Interview)-that is, individuality gives way to a sense Irina Aicutescu
of community in the shared experience of one of Burkett ' s Claudia Orenstein
performances. It is not my intent to argue that the sense of
community evoked by Burkett is unique to his puppetry Piccolo Puppet Players
alone . However. I do contend that the text of Street of Biond Miguel Romero
and Burkett's mode of performance complement each other. Colette Se(Irisand that the characters' discoveries about their own intercon-
nectedness is mirrored in the experience of watching the Play Earen Smith»
from the audience . Carol Sterling
Part 2 of this article, in which the author discimes Burkett '. TE17*O S/01
hitest work-Penny Plain-mar be /bund on our website, ct/ofig Rick W Mdie Vincentwith all the AX,tnotes and cited source..

www.unima-usa.org/ -24 Peter £2 Jarmiln Zapletal _ff)

Dawn Tracey Brandes is a Ph.D. candidate at North-
western University. Her dissertation considers the tel/- elleresit LS
philosophy of consciousness as it finds expression in
contemporary puppet theatre . ruitfq 49 Tee _i*led.]
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Iontiioting Puppets
IM  Penni Fril,11 is

The Master's course I taught at the (now Royal) Central other characters on the stage. Sonie gazed fixedly at the back
School of Speech and Drama iii London mixed various theatre of the puppet. fiercely willing themselves "into" the creature
disciplines.The students were required to collaborate in order that was too obviously a barrier to their personal freedom of
to make pieces of devised theatre with the accent as much oil expression. The poor puppet was in both cases liteless.
visual expression as textual.Our aim wax to produce practitio- We, the tutors, encouraged the actors to improve their
ners who would be at honie in a modern professional context. animation and manipulation skills through various exercise>i.
ready to contribute to the contemporary and avant-garde experiments and workshops with objects. from newspaper to
theatre landscape. The students came with a range of profes- rope to sticks. and also with figurative puppets. One form of
sional expertise. from the recently graduated to moderately encouraeement was through insisting that to be able to per-
experienced pros. There were scenic and sound designers. form and operate convincingly with an inanimate object was
directors. dramaturgs, writers. producers. performers and to add another talent to their cv or resumt. improving their
(for the first time in a British Higher Education programme) versatility and their chances ofemploynient in a frighteningly
puppeteers. The collaboration made for exciting work and overcrowded profession. In today's theatre productions pup-
some expansion of individual choices. with a few writers petry is far more comnion,and the competent actor-puppeteer
finding a preference for lighting design. designers finding a not easy to find.
talent for performing. and actors very occasionally finding The search is not so much for the Uber-marionette as
another "home" in puppetry. For all the students except the described by Edward Gordon Craig. but for the Ober-per-
puppeteers, puppetry was the spicy stranger. an unknown former, the super-actor. Now that the puppet operators are
territory for which most declared a fascination, a wish to usually visible with their characters. they must be at home
learn more. At the end of a year almost every one of them. onstage. able to neutialize their native personality in favour
whatever their preferred discipline, left with a knowledge of of  the puppet's. More than that, they may be required to play
the dramatic purpose and potential of the art form. Through a ~eparate character who interacts with their puppet and with
workshops, a few talks, contacts with top professionals and other characters iii the show. Even more than that. they may
preparation of the devised shows. they gained. willy nilly. be asked to operate more than otie puppet character with a
a familiarity with it which. 1 believe, had wide and positive different physicality and voice.
repercussions in the outside wot'Id. The super-pei-former par excellence is the Canadian Ron-

If any of them struggled with the puppetry, it was the nic Burkett, who, acting alone, produces plays with at least a
actors. By 'actors' 1 mean the students with a background in dozen puppet characters. all with a distinctive voice and gait.
script-learning and interpretation. with a talent for character- He ix able to switch between his own persona and that of each
ization by means of their own body and personality. Other character with astonishing ease. (He's a good example of the
kinds of performers whose background lay in dance or mask or art that conceals art. by the way.)
mime did not have the same problem, for obvious reasons. There are lessons for the actor in the manipulation of a

Most actors come to the stage determined to manipulate puppet: stillness is one, the use of gesture only when the ges-
their own physical form and sensitivities in the service of a lure adds to the understanding of a character is another. The
character. They are themselves their resource. To hand them tilt of a head, the placing of a hand, the carriage of a body
a puppet with a built-in character and appearance different and the speed of its moves about the stage are all signifiers of
or even alien to their own, and to ask them to neutralize this its "mentality. Control is key: concentrated work and long
"own." to get under the skin. as it were. of the object in their rehearsals pay good dividends.
hand and to project a persona onto that object and thet»ice out My conviction is that a good actor who is also a good
to an audience....well, it'+ a lot to ask and for most actors puppeteer is one above the crowd. a rare bird.
very difficult. it goes against the grain.

Sonic of the actors proved to be natural puppeteers, and
found enjoyment in picking up the practice figures, finding a Among her many accomplishments, Penny Francis
voice for itand playing with ideas for a scenario. Some of them has been a puppetry consultant and tutor at The Roy-
could not forget themselves: their puppet died in their hands al Central School of Speech and Drama, London, and
as they communicated with their own face and voice with the is author of Puppetry : A Reader in Theatre Practice.

8
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1.Faeries casts a spell because its

fusion of people and puppets deftly

parallels the fluid blend of real and
"make-believe iii a child's imagination.

-The Guardian

U

From Blind Summit Theatre ' s production of Fae,ries .

One of the founders of this company was an MA

student at The Royal Central School.
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REARDED, NKKED MEN
The Puppeteers of the 0111 Trout Puppet Workshop
lit  Ilmid lane 1111(11(ls 18  Jim)11 Stang

As the houselights dim. the sound of rhythmic stomping cuts through elves-sel flessly working in service of a greater good-and in the
the darkness-slow to start. and then increasing in tempo, like a case ofthe Trouts. illustrating truthsand falsehoods sothat we may
rail-train gaining ground in the distance. A light fades up, to reveal better understand the misgivings of our troubled souls and in doing
the source-rounding the corner of the two story set come four so, each work to repair, patch and heal our imperfect self.
bearded men, each in a cowl. army surplus boots and sporting clas- The performance requirements of the actors are physical. We
sic-red long johns,the kind you might find yourself wearing had you see puppeteers sweat, we see them heave and dance about. While
sneaked into a chicken coop at night on a farm in 193()- Steinbeck the construction and carving techniques of the troupe have evolved
long johns-Pa Ingalls long johns-the undeniable dead opposite of into something sublime, the early puppets were chunky and crude.
a navy blue turtleneck. The four figures, moving in rapid synchro- beautifully simple. but very often constructed from whatever readily
nization now, are...well, who?... who could they be? Yes. friends, available hunks of wood they could put their hands on. They were
they are indeed: The Puppeteers. pretty darn heavy and required a considerable level of fitness to

This was the first public sighting ofthe Old Trout Puppet Work- perform . The "This" and 'That" puppets from The Unlikely Birth
shop during their inaugural performance at One Yellow Rabbit 's Of/snyinwerecarved frommilwayties andthe Tooth Fairy Puppets
High Performance Rodeo in Calgary . in 2000 . In his Globe and from pieces of pine glued together to form a block .
Mail review of the show, Martin Morrow described the troupe as The remarkable and ingenious thing about these early puppets
"looking like a cro„s between the Flying Wallendas and the Fabulous was that they were worn directly on top of the head with controls;
Furry Freak Brothers."! The Wallendas were a German circus troupe for the mouth or eyebrows connected to the chin. In this way the
dating back to the 1930s and the Freak Brothers were the central performance of such a puppet was still very much rooted in some
characters in a late 1960%, underground comic strip drawn by Gilbert kind of ancestral mask and had a unique kind of immediacy in per-
Shelton. Originally from Texas, Shelton's comic was published by formance. When the performer turned his body. the puppet/mask
a press in Berkley and was known for the misadventures of a pair would follow: when the performer looked down or up. so did the
of pot- smoking , hairy men . This collision of the strange has been a puppet . The puppet and performer were thinking , moving . indeed ,
pen<ona that has remained a part of Old Trout performances in one feeling, as one.
form or another over the course of their thirteen-year history. In many cases, the Trout Puppeteers are able to make use of the

The puppeteers in an Old Trout show are not hidden-like the performer's body and use it to add to the life ofthe puppet such as
paper and ink that express the thoughts of the writer . they are the when " Bleak ," the mercenary pirate in The Tooth Fairy walks with
symbolist, poet-scribes wielding puppet-quills in place of conven- a wooden leg, or Eve from /gnorance enters the scene, by slinking
tional narrative instruments. Each show begins with a prologue of her naked calf and pointed toe between the tangs of a giant antler.
sorts, in which the puppeteers are often presented to the audience Both are achieved by the puppeteer creating an extension of the
sans puppets. usually dressed in a pair of long johns, and usually a puppet with his own body-in the case of Eve, with the grey long
balaclava of some sort which covers the ears and gives them a sort johns rolled up to his knees.
of holy look, somewhat medieval, but at the same time reminiscent For an audience, the visual presence of the performer is a con-
of chilly Canadian children waiting for their school bus in the dead stant reminder that there's a show at work here-and any slip-ups
of January. in terms of the imaginary reality of the story or the inner life of the

Of course , their costumes sometimes contain nods to Theatre puppet must be the shared responsibility of the puppeteer and the
of the Absurd and to the French Avant-Garde, such as the grey audience. It is as if the Trouts are reaching out with a playful hand
long johns in Tooth Fairy , adorned with a black spiral borrowed from an experimental sandbox and inviting the audience to join
from larry's woodcuts of King Ubu. The motif is strengthened by them on ajourney. To hear a Trout explain it, "Once the audience
the Dada-esque playfulness that exudes from the puppeteers' per- is complicit in the theatrical event, they open up emotionally and
formance and by the theatricality of their first entrance, which is are moved by the puppets." Another explains, 'On one level. our
followed immediately by a choral prologue the style of which feels shows are a replacement for the communal experiences of our tribal
lifted from a Victorian era grammar school. pasts-theatre. concerts, raves-these are all vestigial remnants of

The costume also alludes to the physical nature of what is about the bacchanalian orgies of the Greeks and fire-lit storytellers of our
to unfold. buttosaythat whatfollowsisintherealmof Frenchac- cave-dwelling ancestors."
robats or buffoons would be misleading. If anything.these bearded, lf the Trout puppeteers seem to be playing in a sandbox. then the
chesty men (and occasionally women) are something closer to high puppets themselves are made for heavy lifting. In the Old Trout's
priests of the animated arts. Their mission. it seems. is to depict the latest touring show /gnora,ice. traditional doll-like puppets have
timeless. philosophical chronicles of the human heart and delve been replaced with large, often boney and organic-looking pup-
into the oceans of human inadequacies, triumphs and ambiguities. pets, the placement of which demands the descriptor: phallic. The
Their uniform helps to put them on a par with the likes of Santa's "Alpha-male" who scares Adam and Eve. arrives on the scene as

:0
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And so it's probable that Trout puppeteers are closer to the Pan-
like performers of  old than stately Bum-aku masters. In /gnorance.
this is almost certainly so. Looking at the puppeteers costumes
once again. the performers in /gnormice are adorned with snaggle-
tooth-like horns. projecting directly up from the performers' heads.
In a talk-back with the audience iii Montreal this past January at
Espace Libre. one of the Trouts justifies the apparently uncomfort-
able costume appendage by saying that "the puppeteer needed to be
more mystical in appearance-that the horn emphasized the archaic
and magical suspension of disbelief surrounding ancient storytell-

f ers-it is talisman-like-and serves a mimetic function similar to
those found in religious ritual the world over," This alic, speaks to
the dominant aesthetic of the show in which a Paleolithic story of
genesis is retold by early-man, narrated in an ever so slightly ironic

ABIGAIL TAKES TO THE HIGH SEAS IN HER GRANDFATHER'S BOAT FROM tone in thestyle ofa 195()sdocumentary film youmighthave been
THE TOOTH FAIRY shown in 4"i grade social studies class.

While the message of their latest show, /gnorance. seems to
a toothy, engorged meathead, stealing Eve from her Cozy burrow, dance on the cusp of suggesting that the most beautiful moments of
before the eyes of the emasculated Adam. His rounded girth suggests our lives are fleeting. and that the very pursuance of such moments
his brawny behavior is backed up by a similarly sized sexual organ. may cause us to miss them. 1 fur one am happy that there are still
Later in the show we are treated to another gargantuan beast-a P' aces where we can gather together iii the dark and ponder the
mastodon puppet built (apparently) from the bones of a Paleolithic vastness of the universe and celebrate humanity in all its mysterious
specimen. and whose physical origins are right below the (proud) beauty and triumphant imperfectiofis.
puppeteer's belt. But these are not just genital-like in a metaphorical
sense-if The Unlikely Birth of/stpan and 7'/ie Tooth Fairy were
experiments in "head-puppets." then /gnorance might be said to be
a study in "The Unfortunately Named Crotch Puppet"-so dubbed
by the Trouts to describe this style of ridiculously fun puppet.

The genealogy of The Unfortunately Named Crotch Puppet
placement can be traced back to Trout experiments during Fai}ious
Puppet Death Scenes when two ferocious tantrum-children burst
thiough the doorway in the vignette entitled Why / am xo Sad, bv
SW/v. The puppets are attached to the performers' waist and feet
with the energy center-the emotional and visual focal point-being
about four inches below the navel, and from which. or. er. through
which. phallic male energy doth rush. Interestingly enough, this /4
,also happens to be quite near a place of energy and focus in martial
arts. opera singing and Suzuki, not to mention some LA varieties
of tantric "arts." At the moment the two crotch characters take the
stage,the puppeteers' faces mirror those of the puppet masks, which
further heightens the comical impact of the entrance. 21Historically speaking though,The Unfortunately Named Crotch *-9,
Puppet could be said to have descended from several theatrical tradi-
tions of yore. The Elizabethans were very fond of their cod-piece.
a triangular costume accessory worn about the waist and over the ; *...
genitals. which has the effect of drawing the eye toward the actor's
manhood and in turn has the effect of magnifying the confidence
of the actor wearing it.

Similarly, the Greek tradition of the Satyr play (from which we
derive the word satirk·al) often employed a costume piece known
as the phallus-an oversized male member. often erect. and used for
playful effect by devilish half-fawn. half-man comic performers.

MARIA DOLORES FROM THE EROTIC ANGUISH OF DON JUAN
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Speaking with one of them about the earlier work. 1 realized
that despite the hilarious costumes and satyr-inspired append-
ages. there is a kind of nakedness to their approach, and there is
a sense of being on the edge of transcendence when you are in
the audience of a Trout show. The Trouts may be the unlikeliest
of guides, but we simply need to take a deep breath and follow:
" I remember pres,enting ourselves at the start of /stran and Tc,cith ~UPPETRY ~NTERNATIONAL
Fain' was like revealing ourselves as venerable and fail -able WELCOMES SUBMISSIONS
humans about to undertake the most impossible task-and we
were asking the audience to join us in this venture. We were
facing our own fear-as though the audience was the abyss and
we were about to jump into it, ending our lives as we presently Theme for upcoming issues:
know them:

' Morrow, Martin. These puppets are rated R."The Cilobe and Mail, Fall 2013- The Director
14 Nov. 2000: Reviews. Spring 2014 - China

David Lane is the co-director of the New England Pup- See submission guidelines on our website
pet Intensive, a summer training program for puppe-
teers, performers, educators and visual artists in the www.unima-usa.org/publications
Berkshires, Massachusetts. He teaches acting and
improvisation at Siena College and is one of the original
members of the Old Trout Puppet Workshop.
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A pin light rises on Prospero, seated alone at his dinner table.
"Twelve years." he says, as he proceeds to produce a clipped version
of the story of his arrival on the island. it is a condensed version of
the tale Prospero tells to his daughter, Miranda, in act one, scene
two of Shakespeare 's The Tempest . This is not The Tempest . but
The Feast , a co-production between Chicago Shakespeare Theater,
the 2008 Regional Theatre Tony Award recipient, and Redmoon, a
company whose mission is to transform civic spaces into "a public 14 4
art form that is equal parts pageantry, gadgetry. puppetry, robust
physical performance and visual art- (Redmoon website). Co-cre-
ated and co-directed by Jessica Thebus and Frank Maugeri in 2012.
The Feast tells the story of Prospero , a man possessing despotic
mystical powers, and his two captives, Ariel, the airy sprite, and
Caliban. the earthly monster. Every day Prospero compels them to
perform the story of his reclamation of the Milanian dukedom.

Prospero takes great delight in watching the reenactment of
his revenge and success. Puppets of his creation represent the other
characters in the play. brought to life by Ariel and Caliban's perfor-
mances. Conversely. the puppets, endowed by Prospero with life
and agency. eventually confer humanity upon Ariel and Caliban.
Within the Prospero-Ariel-Caliban triad, the audience perceives
the unhuman in Ariel, the inhuman in Caliban. and the inhumane
in Prospero, leaving them to question what it means to be human
and if one can earn humanity (Bucola). During the course of the

FIGURE 2play, all three characters do just that: Ariel and Caliban are finally
CALIBAN (ADRIAN DANZIG, RIGHT) AND ARIEL_ (SAMUEL TAYLOR),

able to earn their humanity (and freedom) by appropriating the ANIMATE THE LOVERS
agency of those who were once human. Prospero, recognizing the
consequences of his despotism, regains his humanity through an act Maugeri felt that Alonso and the courtiers needed "a new trick."
of mercy and appeal for forgiveness. In the workshops. he realized that. because they were "chattering

As a puppeteer,Ariel enacts all of Prospero's favorite characters little creatures," their mouths should be their mode of expression.
in the play: he is the puppeteer for beloved Miranda. good Gonzalo. They also have a different texture: rather than the soft, youthful look
and both clowns, Trinculo and Stephano. Caliban plays Alonso of Miranda and Ferdinand, Alonso and the courtiers are wrinkled.
and Antonio, the two men who had the strongest hand in depos- scarred, weathered, and rough-hewn. As Ariel and Caliban begin
ing Prospero. He also plays Ferdinand, embodying the two threats to tell the story of the courtiers' arrival on the island, they pull
to Miranda's chastity, "one by rape and the other by marriage" the four puppets out of a sandbox built into the downstage end of
(Bucola). Finally, and perhaps most significantly. Caliban plays a the table. As they exhume the courtiers from the beach, Ariel and
monstrous version of himself. Caliban force the puppets to 'cough,' dumping piles of sand out of

Each of the puppets is made of a wooden face with a built- their mouths. This action simultaneously signifies the characters'
in mechanism for a specific mode of articulation. For Miranda, beached dilemma as well as their excavation from Prospero's
Maugeri "chose the most powerful element of a woman...and memory. (Figure 3)
exerciseldl that." Miranda's eyes are the only part of her face that Caliban's puppet-mask.completely distinct from the rest of the
move: her lids move softly up and down, reflecting both the gaze puppets. rests on top of the actor's head. In order for the audience
of Ferdinand and the way in which Proxpero remembers her. Simi- to see the mask, the actor must force his body into an ape-like posi-
larly, Ferdinand's movement reflects the way Prospero constructs tion. wearing the mask causes Caliban to physically and psychically
his memory of his daughter's suitor: his "shifty" eyes move only
left and right, highlighting Prospero's initial distrust of the young
prince. The other element of the Miranda and Ferdinand puppets lillotes 1)1  Nlit'llitel lirosilim
include fully articulated arms. used throughout the play to connect
the young lovers . ( Figure 1 , see Edidtorial page 2) ( Figure 2 )

I 4
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tranfforin into an inhuman monftel . (Figure 4)7770 mask :illowsthe performance in oider to engage with.oi disengage from,Caliban's
audience to see the face ofthe nian and the monster simultaneously. conspiratorial advances. When Caliban finally turns to Ariel and
permitting the actor to shift between Caliban.ashetruly ix.andCali- asks. Within this half hour he will be asleep./Wilt thou destroy
ban. as Prospero chooses to remember him. While Caliban resists him then?" Ariel slips back into himself. while hiding behind the
playingthe role ofthe monsterandattempts toseize thehumanity puppets:"Ay.on minehonour"(111.ii.107-09).In Shakespeare'stext.
he desires, Prospero forces hini iii to it through the promise of physi- this line belongs to Stephano. who is drunk and swearing to Caliban
cal violence . Upon donning the grotesque mask . ProApero forces he will help to assassinate Prospero . In Tlic Feast . Ariel masks his
Calibanintoakindofmonster-minstrelsy. Heleapsandboundson own oath usingthe Stephano puppet, but thedeal is nevertheless
all fours. athletically throwing himselfon.off. and around the table. struck.This nuanced slippage from puppet to puppeteer allows Ariel
making a spectacle of hiniself to Prospero's delight. and Caliban to begin usurping the humanity and agency Prosperc)

Throughout the workshops mid rehearsal process. the actors has bestowed on his puppets.
began to -accumulate double meanings of the words" (Thebus) Throughout the play. Ariel and Caliban speak iii this coded
with the help of the puppets. For example. Prospero. desirous of language as they cement their agreement to assassinate their captor
drink and comedic relief. calls on Ariel to perform Trinculo and and taketheislandback forthemselves.The next moment ofsubter-
Stephano's shipwreck and subsequent arrival on shore while Cali- raticati conspiracy comes as Miranda and Ferdinand agree to marry
ban serves him wine. As Prospero drunkenly falls asleep. Caliban Ariel and Caliban speak the lines, as scripted. but there is another
begins to conspire with Ariel in an assassination plot. Ariel.fearful layer to their engagement that Prospero does not see. As Miranda
that Prospero will wake to discover their plotting, refuses to engage and Ferdinand take their oath, Ariel and Caliban take another:
Caliban except through the Trinculo and Stephano puppets.crafted
as a Punch and Judy duet. (Figure 5) In this moment.act two. scene MIRANDA/ARIEL
two of 7/ie 72/1/pest is reconstructed. wherein Caliban convinces a My husband, then?
drunken Stephano to murder Prospero in exchange for rule over the
island. In an attempt to stave off Prospero's suspicion. should he FERDINAND/CALIBAN
wake to hear them.Ariel refuses to plainly conspire with Caliban and Ay. with a heart as willing
instead communicates with him by way ofTrinculo and Stephanos As bondage e'er of freedom. Here's my hand.
-script." employing a kind of double-speak. At this point in the play.
it becomes difficult to know when Ariel is speaking as himself, or

MIRANDA/ARIEL
as one of Prospero's creations. He manages to slip in and out of hi~

And mine. with my heart iii't.

(Ill.i,87-90)

With a sleight of hand, Ariel and Caliban shift the puppets so
that the actors look into one another's eyes. They subtly become
themselves as they take the oath. Once they have completed their
vows. they nimbly shift the puppets back into place, deftly becom-
ing Miranda and Ferdinand again.

This double-speak continues to run through The Fats/ as the
event for which the play is named approaches. The four courtiers
enter the stage space complaining of hunger and fatigue after the
day's strange adventures. Shortly before the feast that they have been
promised. Sebastian and Antonio speak of their own assassination
plot aside from their travel companions:

ANTONIO/C.ALIBAN
Do not for one repulse forgo the purpose

That you revolv'd t'effect.

SEBASTIAN/ARIE.1.
The next advantage

Will we take throughly

ANTONIO/CALIBAN
Let it be tonight.

Oil.iii.12-14)
FIGURE 3

ENACTING THE KING OF NAPLES'S SHIPWRECK
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Here Caliban and Ariel keep their backs to Prospero. lower their
puppets. and look into one another's faces. Again. it is clear to the
audience. but not to Prospero. that Ariel and Caliban have slipped
~'out of character" to confer upon themselves the humanity and agency
Prospero has bestowed upon the characters in his play. With every step
they come closer to gaining their freedom and. thus. their humanity.

When he realizes that Caliban means to assassinate him. Proxpero
attacks his slave with the first item on which he lays his hand: the
Gonzalo puppet. In his blind rage, Prospero savagely beats Caliban
with Gonzalo. the man who saved Miranda and Prospero from death
when his dukedom was usurped. Prospero is horrified when he looks
down and sees Gonzalo's face staring up at him, covered in Caliban's
blood. Ariel. who managed to keep Prospero from killing Caliban.
takes the Gonzalo puppet and relays the reality of the courtiers' suf-
fering to Prospero:

PROSPERO
How fares the King an's followersi

ARIEI.
Brimful of sorrow and dismay: but chiefly

Him that you term'd sir. 'the good old Lord Gon/.alo,"
His tears run down his beard like winter's drops

From eaves of reeds. Your charm so strongly works 'em --'ll.*.5 11'ililiI:jilliliWili
That if you now beheld them, your affections FIGURE 5

TRINCULO AND STEPHANO ARRIVE ON PROSPERO'SISLANDWould become tender.

(V.i.5-20)

FIGURE 4
A DRUNKEN TRINCULO ATTEMPTS TO HIDE UNDER CAL_IBAN'S CLOAK, WHILE PROSPERO (JOHN JUDD) WATCHES IN AMUSEMENT
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During this moment, Ariel communicates through Gon- Sara Boland-Taylor is a doctoral student in Theatre History
zalo. As he speaks. Ariel does not play Gonzalo but. rather. and Criticism at the University of Illinois, Urbana-Cham-
holds the puppet away from himself while operating the paign. Her research focuses on Shakespeare in contempo-
mechanism.down whose oak-hewn visage stream tears "like rary and early modern performance, with particular atten-
winter'+ drops from eaves of reedx." This account of the tion paid to performances of maternity  From 2008-2010,
courtiers misery implicitly links their xuncring with Ariel and Sara served as an Associate Director and Dramaturg for
Caliban'sown miserable enslavement,catalyzing Prosperok Shakespeare Dallas where she directed her adaptation
recognition of his xiaves ' humanity . Upon seeing the suffer- of Venus and Adonis.
ing his despotism has caused. Prospero is ready to relinquish
his tyrannical powers, release his prisoners. and drown his
promptbook. Finally recognizing the agency and humanity of Works Cited
his two captives. Prospero relinquishes his control over the
two of them as well as the island they inhabit . ( Figure 6 ) Bucola . Regina . The Fecist , an intimate Tempest performance

Throughout The Feast , it becomes clear that freedom pre-amble . Chicago Shakespeare Theatre . 26 February 2012 .
and humanity are inextricably tied together. While Caliban
and Ariel attempt to take humanity (and. thus. freedom) by Maugeri. Frank. Personal Interview. 16 February 2012.
force. they ultimately earn their It'eedom through Prosperol
recognition of their humanity. they earn their humanity when
Prospero grants their freedom . Prospei o must learn to not only Red„ic,cm Theater website . http ://redmoon .org . 28 February 2012 .

reconcile with the ghosts of his past as represented by his cast
of puppets, but he must come to accept his slave-actors as Shakespeare. William. Stephen Greenblatt, Walter Cohen. Jean

independent agents of their own fate and release them from Howard. and Katharine Eisaman Maus. The Norton Shakexpeare.

this endless cycle of tortuous reenactment . Finally . Prospero Baxed on the Oxford Edition . \ sted. New York : W . W. Norton &

leaves the island, setting himsel f free from the prison of his Co Inc. 1997.7'he Tempest. Act III. scene i, 87-90. Print.
milevolent directorial despotism. and. iii doing so. becomes
human(c) once again. Thebus.Jessica. Personal Interview. 16 February 2012.

»f

FIGURE 6
PROSPERO MOURNS THE END OF THE WORLD HE IMAGINED FOR HIMSELF
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LENDING EXPRESSION:
1 iollversiltion &11}11111 liturN illill Puppets
1}1  11111)er & Zel} Ilast

Amber: We've both been involved with a lot of productions where judges and the audience. It was a nice effect, in a show that was
actors and puppets meet on stage, but why? Was it watching so much interactive where the audience picks the winner. to have a human
Pee-wee's Playhouse growing up? Is that how we both ended up mediating all that.
eventually being led through our other art form% to puppetry?

Zeb: That was a street theater show, right?
Zeb: Pee-wee had this amazing appeal because he is so invested in
his imagination: all the objects around him respond and have their Amber: We'd designed it for a block party [in Brooklyn,NY].So
own personality, their own problems. it's free. there's noi%e all around, the audience has no obligation to

stay or go. Having an actor for that seems important: somebody
Amber: I always loved Dog Chair and wanted him to have a big- who can deal with the chaos and keep things flowing.
ger part.

Zeb: The street theater element often demands that someone step
Zeb: Dog Chair really did play second fiddle to Chairy. forward. And the human-puppet interaction is a conduit for the

audience. The puppeteers on Sesame Street really fulfill that role
Amber: I've got a thing for underdogs. for children watching. Its hard to think back to that first time I

watched Sesame Street, but 1 can imagine it was like, "Is magic
Zeb: Well, 1 got into puppetry in a sidelong fashion. I was brought real? Are monsters real?"
into Trouble Puppet as an actor. I'd done a lot of mask work and
physical theater, so I had applicable skills. [Commedial gives you Amber: But that actor sitting on stage with Cookie Monster. talk-
an opportunity to design a performance physically. And that's ing to him.
exactly what you do with a puppet. They both take away some op-
tions you usually lean on [as an actor]like your face: acting from Zeb: .makes me know this nice creature has interesting things
the neck up. to say. That actor makes it OK for me to have this make-believe

connection.
Amber: What's similar or different between acting with other ac-
tors and acting with puppets? Amber: And with Trouble Puppet. you were the only actor on

stage with puppets'?
Zeb: From my experience, there's an additional layer involved.
Youcansort ofcallan actor 'scharacterthatlayer. butwithapuppet Zeb : Wedidaproductionof The Jungle in 2009 . an adaptation of
or mask. it's a literal layer. You play this game with the audience. Upton Sinclair's well-known novel from 1906, directed by Con-
You make this agreement that, for a period of time, we're all going nor Hopkins. The play is about immigrants who come to Chicago.
to agree this object is alive. Not to make it too mystical, but there's where their only opportunity is in the meatpacking industry. We're
some sort of totemic power that resonates with people on another "pre-" child labor laws, "pre-'workers' rights. The factory is a
level, more so than "Meat Theater." slaughterhouse for humans in some ways. And that's the metaphor:

these puppets become meat in the same way we treated workers like
Amber: Meat Theater? meat in the factory. In Sinclair's novel. he talks about people falling

into the vats. and everyone is so scared to lose their job that no one
Zeb: The Trouble Puppeteers call it meat theater: humans interacting says anything and those people are just let go.
with humans, rather than humans interacting with papier-mache.

Amber: And puppets were playing the workers?
Amber: Right! And so the extra emotional power comes somehow
from the exaggeration or "un-realness.'  Poetry can be that way, too. Zeb: These were small, unpainted. brown papier-machd tabletop
The audience is participating more in the creation because things puppets.And the puppeteers were dressed not in blacks. but in fac-
are stripped down to alevel ofsymbols,so they fill in the blanks on tory workerclothes, dirty rags pulling back their hair. bloody aprons.
their own. 1 helped make Alphabet Arts' Puppets Got Talent show. grimy hands. And they are acting as puppeteers. but my character
and Sam ITraylor West] played the host. So he was the one human was the boss so l didn't puppeteer at all. I would treat the puppets in
actor, sort of an American Idol style host. introducing each of the their hands as i f they were holding a hammer or a saw. And if they
puppet acts, soliciting improvised responses from the three puppet were failing at their job or too slow. I would rip it out of their hand.
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AUSTIN's TROUBLE PUPPET THEATER COMPANY PERFORMING THE JUNGLE IN 2010, ADAPTED BY CONNOR HOPKINS FROM THE SINCLAIR NOVEL,

PHOTO' CHRISTOPHER OWEN

POET AMBER WEST AND

MUSICIAN CHRIS BORCHARDT IN

FABLE OF THE FLYING Fox,

AT ALPHABET ARTS' 2ND ANNUAL

PUPPETS & POETS FESTIVAL, 2012
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** HAwTHORNE STREET BL_OCK PARTY IN BROOKLYN, NY, 2010

SAM T. WEST, HOST OF PUPPETS GOT TALENT, AT

And in that moment, the puppet dies, which is very jarring forthe Zeb: Well, in kugutsuyouseethepuppeteer-he wears no mask,audience because they're invested in these objects. his face is not hidden. In traditional Punch you have the booth. The
puppeteer is hidden inside.

Amber: And that was fur dramatic effect. trying to express
Sinclairk themes'? Amber: But as a street form the puppeteer is still very present.

They dress in some kind of costume, often that stripy-suit. and oftenZeb: Right. And the puppeteers had this focus on their work as come out to say something and pass the hat.
if they're toiling in an oppressive environment. ·'Keep your eyes
down. don't rock the boat." Meanwhile, I'ni the power-drunk Zeb: Kugutsu has that feeling that the puppeteer is lending hiscapitalist. I come up behind a female worker and she bristles. Her expression to the puppets. In Snow White and the Seven Dwarvesconcentration on her puppetry also functions astheworkers sense Iperformed in kugutsu styleiti Japanesel. thedwarves were scantof, "1 must focus on my work. Don't make eye contact. I dc,n't want finger puppets. But you could see in IShiro'sl face and fc,cus thehim near me today." diffetentiation of each dwart. if there was a chase you could see

his body pull to the right. along with the character. and pull to theAmber: For the audience. the puppets are workers in the factory, left to run the other way. You're focused on the puppets. but you'rebut so are the puppeteers: humans as objectified, exploited things. absorbing a lot from the puppeteer.

Zeb: Exactly. I also want to make sure we talk about the experience Amber: You've performed with Trouble Puppet and now alsowe both had going to London for The Big Grin in 2012 . toured your own kugutsu shows. Is this "lending of expression"
idea something you've come to through this work'?Amber: ,the 35()th anniversary of the first documented English

Punch perforinance! Zeb: 1 first thought of it watching Avenue Q in 2005.Those pup-
peteers are very -Broadway" actors and singers. They're unmaskedZeb: Yeah. in Covent Garden. That's where we encountered ku- and visible. so youre absorbing both the actor and puppet as onegutsu. this ancient Japanese street puppetry style where the puppeteer thing. I saw that convention again with the kugut#u puppeteers,has a small box slung from his neck. The back is open so he can and as an actor l thought it looked fun. So l ended up building thisoperate hand puppets and small rod puppets from behind the box. kugutsu box and street performing with it in Canada along the FringeIShiro Itoand Eimei Katami] were there from Japan to perform their Festival circuit. I used very static little puppets: a princess. whiteversion of Punch. but they also displayed this kugutsu style. knight and black knight. They're not articulated at all. so therek a
great opportunity for me to lend a quality and expression to eachAmber: Right, at The Little Angel Theater. I think kugutsu is a character. Iii some ways the characters are being played more byform that may pre-date Punch. an even older form, but one that me than by the toys oil fundue sticks ['m presenting.seems very related.
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gutsu,this ancient Japanese street puppetry style where the puppeteer thing
has a small box slung from his neck. The back is open so he can and a
operate hand puppets and small rod puppets from behind the box. kugu
[Shiro Ito and Eimei Katamil were there from Japan to perform their Festi
vet + ion of Punch, but they also displayed this kugutsu style, knigl

great
Amber: Right. at The Little Angel Theater. 1 think kuguthu is a chara
form that may pre-date Punch, an even older form. but one that me tt
seems very related.
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Amber: So maybe that lending of expression is "acting on over- Zeb: In that live setting. you want that connection.l feellike some-

drive" in street styles like kugutsu? Where the puppeteering is more thing gets unlocked for me through puppets and masks. There's a

articulated or detailed, as in bunraku, there's still some lending of power for both the performer and audience. They dont perceive

expression, but it's the puppetry that'+ on overdrive? Ithe puppet or mask] as you entirely. It's like Triumph. the Insult
Comic Dog! How does he get away with it? If that comedian was

Zeb: Maybe so. That level of amazing precision of a footfall that saying those things to someone's face. in the same way he gets that

a bunraku puppeteer can spend years practicing: in the street, that's dog up in someone's face with its little cigar
wasted effort. You dont have lights to focus people's attention. or
the quietness of the theater. 11.aughingl And you haven't been paid Amber: He would have been killed already.

yet, so theres a certain level of marketing you're doing there on
the spot. Zeb: I find I have access to so many things in puppetry and niask

that 1 don't have access to in my normal acting. Often when you

Amber: In toy theater. the puppeteer's presence often necessitates hand a puppet to an actor who is unfamiliar. they'll let the puppet

an -actor-ish- quality like kugutsu. With Alphabet Arts. we created droop because they're acting so much themselves. That's why it's

a toy theater piece called Fable 04 the Flying Fox based on one of good for actors . You learn how much you need to channel through

my poems. I recite the poem. and two puppeteers operate the toy gesture. A young actor often th i nk s . - I nsti nctual ly 1 ' 11 make gestures

theater. The fox's gluttony causes him to fall asleep in a nest. and because I'm iii a certain emotional state. I think puppetry can give

a marna bird conies to avenge her babies. It's a fable about greed. actors a much better sense of what's necessary to get the audience

and the language is hightalutin to go with the fox's overblown ego. to engage in make believe.
So 1 open with, "He fancies himself/ paedophagus pirate." And in
rehearsal I suggested the puppeteers react confused to the obscure Amber West is a poet, puppet-playwright/dramaturg &
word. and then maybelcouldrespondandexplain. lwanted toadd PhD candidate at University of CT Her study of Charlotte
this -acting' element, but make it appear improvised. We kept trying Charka will be published in Material Performances: New
itinrehearsal.bullcould tell Kirsten [Kammermeyer. ourlead pup- Perspectives on Puppets and Performing Objects in 2014.
peteer/designerldidn'tlikeit. Herinstinct asatrained bunrakuand A co-founder of the NYC-based Alphabet Arts, she pro-
found object puppeteer is to maintain a level of invisibility through duces & directs Puppets & Poets, an annual festival blend-
concentration. 1 felt like there was this acting element needed, but ing puppetry, poetry and other arts.
neither the puppeteer nor the poet wanted to do it! 1 decided tic,t to
wcirry about it for our adult audiences, but when we were doing it Zeb L. West is a puppeteer, actor & writer. He is a graduate
for families. 1 felt like. -1 don't want this to just wash over these of San Francisco State University & The Dell'Arte School
kids so they think it's boring and they don't understand.- So after of Physical Theater, where he studied Commedia Dell'Arte,
reciting that first line 1 interrupted niysell with an aside. saying, -lt clown, puppetry & mask making. Based in Austin, Texas,
means he eats babies!' And the kids shrieked, 'Ewwr Asmuchas he is amember of Trouble Puppet Theater Company, and
Im not comfortable acting, it just came out of me because I wanted works by day as a producer in the video game industry.

to connect with that audience.

PUPPETS: THE POWER OF WONDER
Rated by the Atlanta Journal-Constitution as "one of the top five exhibits
in Georgia," and by MSN.com as one of the top 10 children's museums
in the United States

PUPPETS: THE POWER OF WONDER isa hands-on museum displaying
more than 350 puppets from various time periods and countries around
the world All provide an exploration of puppetry as an international,
ancient and popular art form

www.puppet.org/museum/permanent.shtml
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The Co-presence of the Performer ailill the Plippet in Nolo Performitii~es
1))  Dr. Pilill Pirir

Since the early 198()s. a number of puppet artists have created difference between them. In acting.the body of the character is the
shows in which visible manipulators interact with their puppets. body of the actor. In puppetry, there is a split between the body of
among them Neville Tranter, Duda Paiva and Ulrike Quadeinthe theperformerandthecharacter. Theexperience oftheworldofthe
Netherlands, Ilka Sch6nbein in Germany. Compagnie Mossoux- characterisevokedthroughthepuppetandrequires thepuppeteer's
Bontd in Belgium, Yael and Revital in Israel. Dondoro Theatre body to experience the world in another way than the actors body.
in Japan and Philippe Gentyin France. Intheseperformances. a Puppetry implies theco-existenceonstageoftheactualbody ofthe
co-presence takes place between two beings that are ontologically puppeteer and the apparent body of the puppet.
different: one is a subject, in other words a being endowed with The combination of both forms of performance supposes solving
consciousness. and the other is an object. in other words a thing. a contradiction.Iii acting. the actors' aim is to focus the audiencek
There is something uncanny in the encounter of two beings which attentic,n on their body, whereas the puppeteers' aim is to focus
seem to share a relationship but who are ontologically opposed.This the audience's attention on the puppets. The co-presence of the
strange feeling is particularly heightened in solo pieces because it puppeteer and the puppet requires that a double focus on both the
creates the impression of a multitude of presences on stage despite performer and the puppet is achieved. Co-presence requires a fine
the solitude of the performer. calibration of  the presence of the performer with that of the pup-

pet. it the puppet is too present. the performer mostly appears as a
visible operator. It the performer is too present, the puppet mostlyIlpli"ing *10-prese"(,i appear>, as an object.

Co-presence inherently supposes that the perfornier creates a Co-presence is very difficult to achieve as it takes a lot of time
character through the puppet but also appears as another character and dedication. Sylvie Baillon. artistic director of French puppet
whose presence next to the puppet has a dramaturgical meaning. company Chef Panses Vertex and member of the pedagogic team
For this reason. co-presence is different from the simple visible of 1:Ecole Supdrieure Nationale des Arts de la Marionnette in
presence of puppeteers on stage because, in this case, puppeteers Charleville-MOziBres, one of  the best schools of puppetry in Eu-
bear little dramaturgical presence. They are physically present but rope. reported that in 2()11 only one student ofthe school decided
dramaturgically absent. to develop such a form of performance for her final piece because

The dramaturgical presence of the performers requires a com- it takes a very long time to gain adequate skills.
bination of acting skills with puppetry techniques. Although acting Two productions such as Cunic 1,/us (2()08) by Neville Tranter
and puppetry can be considered as related fornis of perfurmance and 7'win Houses ( 1994) by Compagnic Mossoux-Bontlestablish a
becausethey bothaimatcreatingcharacterson stage.thereisamajor co-presence between the solo performer and the puppet through very
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distinct method ,, of practice Clf , 11 ( 11111 \ wa~ written . dewgned and To e~tablbh a co - pre*ence with the puppet , Tranter is phyvcally
performed by Neville Tranter while Tii/1 /*miC, ha~ been mitiated positioned next to the puppet he manipulate0 In that setting. he
and performed by Nicole Mo~oux and directed by Patrick Bontd becomes part ot the 4urroundings of the puppet because the puppet
Through hi4 approach to text, charactenzation and dramaturgy, can potentially -,ee' him The character who 14 suppo4ed to xpeak
Tranter~ work can be categori;red a„ dramatic theatre MoHoux's ~ the one who move4 Characten engaged in speech di„play their
and Bontd's work 1% a hybrid,7ation of theatre and dance. dance mouth and eye% to the audience When Tranter makes the voice of
being w,ed a, a tool to articulate their theatrical work The ab~ence one of the puppet$. he povtions hi4 own head in iuch a way that it
of narrative and text, a; well a~ the rejection 01 p*ychological fornh 14 levs visible from the audience's point of view His head 1, either
of acting. 4ugge,t that their work can be labeled a, po#tdramatic tilted vdeway, and looking down or placed behind the puppeti,

Tranter initially trained m Method acting before training m body He keep„ the opening of his mouth to a minimum and he
puppetry Since 1982, he ha4 created $010 0how~ that explore the occa„ionally use~ the hand of the puppet to mask his own mouth
relation„hip between human4 and puppet~ MoHoux mitially trained Moteover. the direction of the ga7e also indicates to the audience
in contemporary dance at Maurice Bdjart'# Mudra School in Bru~el$ which character ~ talking When Tranter'A character talks, he alway~
while Bontd's theatre mtluence0 are Grotow~ki and Kantor They look~ at the face of the puppet, except when the puppet doe0 not
have been collaborating together vnce 1985 and. apart from Twm lookathim When a puppettalk~,Just before delivering the line4. it
Hon,, ei , which 1 , $till part of their repertoire , and Ketar Nalmm look~ at Tranter~ face for a very ihort moment , but then face ,, the
(2009), their other production0 do not ~e puppetry The different audience to ipeak Thi$ coordination of the direction~ of the ga*,
training background,, and ~tyle of theatre have led each company between Tranter and hi, puppet,, contribute0 significantly to the
to develop a d~tinct torm of co-pre0ence con'·truction of co-pre~ence

The relation,,hip that Tranter', characterevabli„he$ with the pup-
pet>, 1* main]y based ondialogue4 and exchangesotgaze,; Tranter'~C '._'2-it('1)-1}rexplic~p through xpee.i'11 puppeti are made in the image of the dramatic actor They expres,

Cum< Win A a piece about,urvivorf living m a world ravaged by emotions through text and intention, The,,e puppet, talk and look
violence and chaox It tell,, the ,tory ot a xmall group ot 41:irvin:~ at Tranter exactly as Tranter talle, and look,. at them Co-pre,ence
rabbit~ embodied by puppeb They live confined to their warren „ achieved by giving hunian behaviors to the puppeK
to remain safe from a war happening above them Among~ the~
mbbib lives  a human character performed by Tranter Thi, character
doe, not have a naine He wears a pair of red plastic rabbit ear0 and
think~ he 14 a rabbit The rabbit$ hate human being4. but behave as
if Tranter 15 one of them

There are 4even rabbit4 in Cl{ 111( ull/,4 and Tranter fometimes
manipulatef two puppet,, at the,ame time It 1,, important to,pecity 4»,
that Tranter i, notaventriloqui>,t Spectator>>can $ee him producing 4.1the voices of all the puppet~ as well ax that ot h14 own character

Most of the puppets share the *ame design principles They are
about thirty-two inche$ tall They cansituprightontheir own with-
out the intervention ot Tranter to ~tabihie them becau~e the trunk
and theleg~formone ~olidelement All thehmbneempetrified ma .*91:.26
dynamic tension They donothang freely even when notanimated
The only movable parK of the puppet are the head and occasionally 3 46719-
the arm0 The head make, vmilar movement0 to a human head ~JF<tij~.-The puppets mouths arearticulated and twiceas large as Tranter'*
Their eye~ are the vie ot golf ball~ and are protuberant A ghttering , f ''., +U0~*i:i' 9 *tmaterial that retlecb light 14 uied to indicate the pupil in order to E~; r el '1' h »
reinforce it, reiemblance to a leal eye Thefe element, support the
impresgon of a vi„ual agency, which i% read as cognitive activity
on the part ot the puppet , 40.-4 9Manipulation is by direct contact Tranter places one ot h14
hand, inside the head of the puppet through the back in order to
move the head a, well a~ the mouth Hi4 other hand can directly
grip thewri~tofthepuppettomove therabbit'sarni The,epuppet,

p..9..//,/"&-
can stand on their own,speak and look at the world around them 2...4 -  2,=» ru~«- f F#In/~/11/6///1= a-
but are not devgned to grab objecK or to move into ~pace When a 1-4#5,20
puppet need„ to go to a different point of the 0taze, Tranter simply *a-~~ :
lift, it m the air and placeh it in it4 new location FF.....ill 1/*-/.A

Photox: © Miklia 11,11"rirli - ---Il- -
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unfocused gaze. For instance. in one scene. Mossoux writes in a book
without looking at what she is doing. but slightly above the book.
This is not normal human behavior when writing. People usually
tend to look at whatihey are writing. The fact that there is no direct
eye contact between Mossoux and the puppet. but that they both
gaze at the same object, indicates that Mo,soux has built a co-pres-
ence based on what the protagonists are physically doing together.
Mossoux's ability to gaze is similar to that of the puppet because
they seem to share the same limitation of movements. This choice
allows Mossoux to balance her presence with that of the puppet.
Mossoux loses parts of her human nature iii order to share an equal

that of the puppets through a -puppetization" of herself.
mode of existence with the puppet. She balances her presence with

Despite differences in both training backgrounds and the forms
of theatre produced by each company. the work of Tranter and
Mossoux discloses that the fabrication of a co-presence between
the performer and the puppet requires that both of theni exist on
apparently close ontological levels. Tranter shapes the puppet to
behave like a human being. He concentrates his manipulation on
the head of the puppet to reproduce human ways of talking and
gazing. Mossoux shapes herself to behave like a puppet. She ex-TWill ||maf* 11 fO-111'~sellinthroug|1 1)1)11) 1111)iementx plores the whole body of the puppets and integrates their limited

Twill Holties consists ofa series ofsituations separated by blackouts range of mc ,vernent with her o ,vii performance . Both productionss
that invoke a woman surrounded by five puppets which resemble are significant examples of the diversity of methods of practice that
her. A general feeling of oppression emerges from the performance. can produce co-presence.
Most of the time.the puppets seem to control Nicole Mossoux. Un-
I ike Cunicttlits . there is no utterance in Twin Hot/Sex .

Mossoux looks like her puppets. wearing make-up and a syn
thetic wig to enhance her resemblance to them. Her face remains
still. but not neutral. The heads of the puppets are made from a
mold of Mossoux's face. Their construction varies depending on
whether they are fastened to Mossoux's body or detached from it. -*-41#Z
To schematize their design, they can be described as a head with a
neck prolonged by a piece of cloth.The neck ofthe puppet is either NWY' hEMWJJstrapped to one of Mossoux's shoulders or is held by Mossoux's , i - P.~izi
hand. ** 7 ...='I- /0

Mossoux uses a dance technique called body-parts isolation to
develop co-presence with her puppets. This technique allows Mos-
soux to create distinct rhythmic and movement qualities within her
body which give the impression that her body is split lengthways
into two parts with a head at the top of each half. These two half
bodies can move simultaneously but with distinct gestures. Mossoux
and her puppets appear as conjoined twins.

The puppets attached on Mossoux's shoulders have a laree ratize
of leg and arm movements, as these body parts actually belong to
Mossoux. However. they cannot look at Mossoux because the latter .. 7 ,
cannot turn her shoulders inward enough for the eyes of the puppet
to meet her own eyes. Moreover, the shoulder does not allow fine
manipulation movements. The result of that is the inability of the Dr Paul Piris is a researcher and theatre director in interdis-
puppet to exchange gaies with Mossoux and to precixely focus its ciplinary performances rooted in puppetry. His academic
gaze on the objects that surround it. To counterbalance this issue. research explores the puppet as a figure of alterity. His
Mossoux has developed a particular strategy. Instead of exchang- directorial work has been performed across UK and France
ing gazes, Mossoux and her puppets look at the same object which under Rouge28 Theatre (www.rouge28theatre.co,uk).
appears at the centre of the action. Moreover, Mossoux displays an
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New exhibitions opening March 30, 2013

be e cd ™07 al
p * 0 u Opetry

{jExceptional and Uncommon:
The Puppetry of Dick Myers

Open Fridays, Saturdays and Sundays 12-5 p.m.

--1University of Connecticut
6 Bourn Place Strings, Rods, and Robots:

Storrs, CT 06269 Recent Acquisitions
bimp@uconn.edu

860-486-0339 bimp.uconn.edu Dick Myerspuppetphoto by Sarah Nolen; photo of Sally Smart marionette by John Bell

$14.95 per copy
The Language of the Puppet (includes shipping in U. S.)

This landmark book brings together 19 top puppetry ~17
performers. artists and scholars from three conti-
nents, and is full of beautiful pictures.

Available from UNIMA-USA:
1404 Spring St. NW, Atlanta, GA 30309 <unima@puppet.org>

You can now purchase UNIMA publications online with
credit/debit card and electronic checks.
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1]NELESS 111%111)1/ERIES:
Pefieotions 1111 procexs in the Ile, flollment and Perit)1'111;111re of [r) 11till Theatre't The Burrow

hy illexander irliifielll

"Work is mere play in fairy tales, and this comfort Of mine problem of adaptation : "To act what is unreal , imagined ,

belongs tofairy tales , too ...and thatis not the end ofmy use- barely conceived - this is the province of the short story and
less discoveries." (Kafka 1979 : 118) the novel . How on earth can one stage that , the theatre of the

impossible?" (Berkoff 1988: 72)
We created a rehearsal regime designed to generate mate-

rial in response to the short story. In one exercise, working
individually, each performer would generate three movement
pieces he would then present to the company. After all three
performers had presented, we then opened up the space and
allowed all three performers to interact using each other's

f* Alillk occasion prepared props, became integrated into the perfor-
movements. Objects from the space, such as chairs, and on

mance spontaneously.
Prior to our involvement with Cryptid, Jacqueline Coombs

and I had participated in a workshop led by Sesame-trained
practitioner Tania Batzoglou. This workshop used improvisa-
tional exercises informed by Jungian theory to lead performers
into personifying figures of Greek myth, a training exercise
also encountered by Butoh performer Sondra Fraleigh:

In the early summer of 2011, I met with two other theatrical ..we were structuring compositions that explored
performers and formed a theatre company we called Cryptid. a collective unconscious...we choreographed and
These performers and their disciplines were, respectively: Joey

danced solos based on such characters as Elec-
Morse, a technician and media artist: Jacqueline Coombs, a
trained ballerina and dancer; and myself, a puppeteer and tra...our work dwelt not on plot but on psyche,

writer/director. As our first production, we decided to adapt on archetypes as exemplified in characters...
a short story by Franz Kalka entitled "The Burrow." (Fraleigh 1999: 35)

REHEARSALS
It was one of the first decisions of the company to create work
using a devising, non-hierarchal structure. This structure,
we felt, would help to provide an environment where our
respective disciplines would receive due attention without
the danger of an assigned director coming to dominate the
proceedings.

"The Burrow" follows the story of a subterranean creature
that has spent its life obsessively constructing a burrow, a prey
to paranoia and neurosis. We had to deal with the essential

PHolos: THI: Pl PPE-1 CENTRE (LONDON)
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This intensive training made us extremely sensitive to
unconscious impulses and to the potential in exploring arche-
type over character. The problem in applying this experience
to "The Burrow" is that the creature in the story was not as
clear an archetype as the Greek gods, and indeed how to ~f <4
characterize him was a persisting discussion. Nevertheless,the »41 K ~instincts honed in those workshops were of great importance
in our rehearsal sessions, and Tania acted as a mentor during ~t
our development. 1 4

In our improvisation sessions, the puppet began to crawl
over the dancer, leading to the idea of using the bodies of the
performers to represent the walls of the cavernous Burrow
itself. In one sequence that stayed with us from rehearsal to
final production, a smaller (about 12 inch high) version of the
larger puppet crawls over our bodies, our limbs and torsos

THEP[PPET
Ambiguity has never been considered an ele-
mental force: it is precisely this in the stories of
Franz Kafka. (Heller 1979  xxvii)

lt was my opinion that one of the best avenues for an audi-
ence to get at these "elemental ambiguities" in the Kafka story
would be through the medium of the puppet. A puppet can be
many things at once: it can be a beast and trash, a performer
and a prop, living and dead. This is the essential power of
the puppet, and like Kafka's ambiguities, it can be a fantastic
means of accessing the audience's unconscious response.
Despite being made of paper and rags, "the audience see in
the mask or the puppet a second, doubled version that turns

standing in for the collapsing walls and tunnels of the Burrow. action into an effigy and the actor's work into a kind of dream.
Here the theme of the play was perfectly encapsulated - here (Monks 2010: 66)
we, the performers, were the Burrow itself but also the Pup- The design of the puppet meant we as performers were on
peteers: the creature was tortured by us yet dependent on us, a collision course with this "dream" of the actor's work, for
an apt metaphor for the creature's relationship with his home. we were performing the puppet in full view of the audience.
Jacqueline, as a dancer, made the most elegant Burrow and Save for the puppet's head that was made out of papier-machd,
gave the most opportunities for novelty in movement (she ef- the puppet was comprised only of an empty coat filled with
fortlessly became tunnel, bridge, stalagmite, etc.), and it was our bodies: its limbs were our limbs. In this sense, the close
her elegant, strangely motherly interactions with the puppet relationship of puppeteer and object was made inextricably
in rehearsal that remains one of the most powerful memories more intimate. We began to ask: "What are we to the puppet:
I have of the process. Rehearsals broke down into animated discussions several times

on this matter: at one point it was decided we represented as-
pects of the unconsciousness of the puppet. Later we attempted
to work with the conception that we were actually the living
presence of the Burrow itself (which would account also for
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our roles as manipulators of the set and props - it would be made to appear living, and then made to confront its own
the Burrow shaping itself). This issue was not concluded be- image or appearance of unlivingness. The problem of media
fore our performance at the crypt; for my part, I would have in modern performance is that "a spectator...of digital perfor-
preferred 10 leave the matter resolutely unsought for. There mance comes into the realm. site or space of the performance
is always a certain delicate mystery inherent in the puppet. already as a thoroughly initiated citizen of the cyberworld."
and to attempt to codify it too strongly within the play in our (Remshardt 2010: 137). A method of subverting this audience
case at least led to anxiety and confusion, and "confusion complacency with media and returning its attention to the
can lead an audience member to retreat from a piece of work elemental ambiguities of Katka would be through inserting
or lose patience with it...(a) mystery is compelling despite the puppet's unlivingness, turning Fewster's "double image"
the distance and/or difference it helps maintain as part of the into a "triple image," or even a shattered mirror. This was the
spectator's comprehension." (Bailes 2010: 94) appeal of mixing the puppet with media.

The puppet's design was also problematic inasmuch that,
with all three of us performing it and with only one trained
puppeteer, it required a great deal of rehearsal time and energy
during the performance to synchronize our movements. This
can be dangerous, for "if you continue to work the physical
expression to the maximum when performing, you prevent
the inner life from becoming accessible to the audience."
(Oida/Marshall 1997: 42) Performing on the puppet was not
comfortable, which of course made performing difficult.
We attempted to combat this difficulty through a technique
learned from the Handspring puppeteers, of ensuring that the
puppet continued to "breathe" during its performance. We
also attempted to learn to breathe in unison while providing
the puppet breath, creating a strangely schizophrenic scenario

 -4.flk..4.*
well described by Barrault: „, -5, 44

When you act you are two people, the actor and
his part, so it is perfectly normal to have two
breathings. The first for the actor, to keep him TIIE X9111GINC;
alive, the second for his part...by suitable exercise
in breathing, the unconscious can be attained... The scenography of our show was dictated by our miniscule
(Barrault 1951: 54) budget. We had to rely on objects found on the street (such

as a discarded umbrella which featured as  part of the set in
late rehearsals), and cheap material, such as the hessian fabric

All living things breathe, and so creating breath in the which, when draped over the furniture, helped bring a rough
puppet gave it the aliveness that our overt efforts threatened texture to the Burrow. This informed the play's subtext: the
to take away from it. The synchronicity in breath we achieved creature has always been alone, and as such the "used- quality
as performers also helped to synchronize our performance of the set suggested an entity that has no conception of vanity
on the puppet. or pleasing others. He was often described as a "hoarder" in

It is worth mentioning the puppet's influence on the media rehearsals, after stories of lonely people who had obsessively
elements in the play, which was to act as an expansion of the collected useless items till their apartments became literal
themes of mystery and unreality within the original text. What warrens. In our (forced) adaptation to a restricted budget we
new liminal space is breached when the video image is not resembled New York's Elevator Repair Service company:
a reflection of a "live" actor, but of an artificial performer, a
puppet "performed" by a live actor (who, in our staging, is

...the everyday reality (was) the impoverished mate-also visible to the audience directly behind the puppet)? A
puppet offers a further layer of unreality as an unliving thing rial conditions in which they have had to learn to

PHOTOS: THE. PUPPET CENTRF (LONDON)
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our staging in subtle ways: upon entering the scene, I slid my
hand over a wall, letting loose masonry crumble to the floor as
1 walked to the audience. This was discovered spontaneously
during our first dress rehearsal, and provoked strong feedback
from the crowd. ("Very affecting," an audience member told
me afterwards.) As the play continued, the performers become
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our staging in subtle ways: upon entering the scene, I slid my
hand over a wall, letting loose masonry crumble to the floor as
I walked to the audience. This was discovered spontaneously
during our first dress rehearsal, and provoked strong feedback
from the crowd. ("Very affecting," an audience member told
me afterwards.) As the play continued, the performers become
covered with foul and clinging dust-dust that once crumbled
from the thousands of bodies stored in the crypt before it was
opened to the public. It made for an excellent visual meta-
phor of the decay of the puppet's mind over the course of the

S# performance.
"The Burrow" was a half success that yet contains "great

potential" (another frequent comment from spectators). A
rethinking of the puppet so that it is not so cumbersome to
perform, and a new attitude in regards to the performers' inner
lives would both respectively release unneeded stress from the
performers' work and add an interior, secretive vitality which
would help make the play more evocative and provide an
underlying connective element throughout the performance.
Yet. despite the uncertain results. it was a wondrous, highly
instructive experience. As for the play, much work must be
done, and at present it remains to be seen if "The Burrow" will
grow into something worthwhile or simply become another of
Kafka's "useless discoveries."

The bibliography for this article may be found on page 39.make work... "Found" objects rather than sophis-
ticated sets focus the space and rehearsal activities, Alexander Winfield is a Bermudian puppeteer living
and the compromises each rehearsal environment in London.
demands contribute to major artistic decisions...
(Bailes 2010: 87)

This philosophy was extended to our lighting design: the
play was lit entirely by old table lamps. As such we worked
with relatively little light and the space was prey to great and
sudden shadows. While not as strong or precise as theatrical
lighting, this very anarchy became intriguing. Unpredictable.
overwhelming shadows can give an additional aliveness to
performance. I do feel that modern lighting by its very preci-
sion robs a theatrical spectacle of certain mystery - when it
is too easy to see something, we come to take its existence
for granted. We forget the power of shadows to undermine
the very solidity of material existence: an object vanishing
unpredictably into shadow becomes untrustworthy, fluid.
There is danger there.

Mention must be made also of the performance space
itself, a crypt that once held 3000 bodies, constructed shortly
after the London fire of 1666. The walls were crumbling
stone, the air cool, with dust underfoot. Being underground,
it fit the subterranean setting of our play perfectly. It affected
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Thirty Yetirs of Titeres Eti]8teril

On a chilly wet morning, the small orchestra playing music
of Saint-Saens is seated on risers on the stage at the Bilbao
Opera where a performance of Dreaming the Carnival OJ
the AmmmN is under way . A violinist leaves his chair and
walks toward the auditorium completely filled with children.
From under the risers a giant turtle appears. Without missing
a beat. the violinist steps offthe risers onto the turtle's shell
on which there is a chair and a music stand. He sits and plays
atop the turtle moving slowly to the edge of the stage. The
opera house explodes with laughter and cheers. 1 get goose 1-
bumps. This was my introduction to Puppets Etettera. and I '-
remain one of their biggest fans. Given Enrique Lanz's rich 11* .
pedigree as a puppet artist and the esteem with which he is
held in his native Spain, it is curious that his work and that
of his company are not better known in the USA and other
centers of puppetry outside the Iberian Peninsula.

A magni ficent exhibition charting Lanz's thirty-yearca-
reer is currently on view at the major Andalusian museum, Parque to the Academy's award declaring that "his main goal as an artist

de las Ciencias, iii Granada. It has already been seen by more than is to counter the relentless and methodical destruction of human

2001)00 visitors and has beenextended until February. 2014. The xensitivity with hiswork as apuppeteer.  which seems ungraciouh

exhibition is richly supplemented with text (in English as well as but perfectly illustrates his candor. honexty and hi, mission. Not

Spanish), video and photos on the company's bilingual website. the prototypical gregarious Andalusian, Enrique'+ shyness gives a

titereseteetera.com - an essential complement to this article. first impression of being sullen and aloof. At close range. one can

1 first met Enrique Lanz in 2006 when we bothoffered week- experience agenerc,~ity of spirit.deephumility. extremely sharp wit

long courses at the Seventh International Puppetry Workshop iii and strong work ethic balanced by a sense of humor and profound

Cuba, I was then intensely interested in the puppet plays of the dedication to his three children.

great Spanish poet and playwright Federico Garcia Lorca and was Children and how they perceive his work inspire Enrique as a

amazed to learn that Enrique's grandfather, Hermenegildo Lanz. puppet artist. As a schoolboy. unable to answer a question correctly.

a multifaceted visual artist. whose life was cut short in the early he was sentenced to spend time iii an old-fashioned puppet booth.

days of the dictator Franco, had created the glove puppets and sets instead of producing the dread and fear intended by the teacher.

for the first performances of the Lorca puppet plays. as well as the this gave him enormous joy and pointed to his vocation. On an-

1923 premiere of Manuel de Falla 's puppet opera , E/ Retablo de other occasion , having forgotten to buy him a proper birthday gift .

Mitese Pedro . Enrique continued the Lanzfamily 'sartistic legacy by his father consoled hini by presenting Enrique at the last moment

founding Etcltera. which performs throughout Spain and brought the with his own collection of vititage paper toy theaters that to this

Falla connection full circle with his own production of El Retabic , day inspires his work . His rexpect fur children ' s intelligence and

at the Liceu Opera House in Barcelona in 20()9. sensibility informs his curiosity and the sense of adventure that in

Over the years, in visits to Granada, 1 learned about Etedterak turn initiates new work.

philosophy and practice. Attending the exhibition's opening. I have His hobbies. photography and videography, amply illustrated

come to love and admire this company. At the helm, Enrique Lanz on the EtcOtera website. also serve to document his work. As a

conceives the shows. designs puppets. scenery and lighting. builds result. the exhibit provides a virtiial catalog in English and Spanish

intricate mechanisms,directs,performs, drivex the truck and creates accessible to anyone who can get online.The very lavishly produced

the posters himself. He's quick to credit the collaborative talents and profusely illustrated 192 page exhibition catalog designed by

and dedication of Fabiola Garrido, Lorena Badillo and Yanisbel company co-founder Fabiola Garrido may be ordered online through

Victoria Martinez as being of significant artistic and moral support the exhibition link on titeresetcetera.com. It sells for the equivalent

throughout the past thirty years. Depending on the scale of the of only $22 + shipping. Surely. it has to be the last bargain left on

project and not counting the musicians, two to ten share the stage Earth. The websiteis a marvelous resource.butis no substitute for

or bring puppets to life with Etcttera. a live performance orthe magnificence of the immersive experience

As demonstrated by the exhibition, Lanz is highly regarded as provided to visitors in Granada. Like any other company. Etcttera

an artist in Spain.even though he respectfully declined a prestigious and its puppeteers make a living by performing. Because of the

chair iii Granadak Royal Academy of Fine Arts because being an exhibition. long profitable tours have had to be curtailed. Dupli-

academic did not align with his personal interests. He responded cates of some puppets have had to be built to maintain the demand
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for some shows. I saw three different sets of puppets for Peter tind on stage while he or she is playing. the music will better reach the
the Wolf. one of which performs with recorded music weekly in viewers because they see the musician enjoying and joining in the
its own charming theater in the museum. Typically. Lanz turned spectacle. This puts the musician and the very music he or she is
a drawback into an unexpected feature for visitors by installing producingonto anotherplane ofreality. Thepuppeteer'sinvisibility
his shop in the museum where he himself is on view building and and the musician's involvement in the scene underline the illusion
making prototypes and experiments for a new production and an- that the object inhabits its own universe.
swering questions . For the moment . he is adapting to the country ' N In Etedtera 's If/ Retablo de Mciese Pedro. enormous puppet char-
economic crisis by working on shows that can travel in a suitcase acters, including Don Quixote, are the audience for the play within
and is constantly experimenting with traditional and new materials. the play. They are sculpted with the intricacy of detail prevalent in

The integration of puppet and live performer is definitely an baroque statuary  These colossal figures loom over the orchestra.
attribute of Lanz's work, although by no means its only and most inspiring awe yet remaining unobtrusive by theirdark atitique bronze
fascinating characteristic. During my visit to the exhibition over texture. We as the audience are seeing Maese Pedro's puppet show
the summer of 2012 , l interviewed Lanz and his partner Yanisbel overtheirshoulders . Dreaming the Carnival ofthe Animals ( which
Victoria Martinez . who now run the company . True to tradition , also includes music from Debussy ' s ABernoon ofa Fatm) does riot
Lanz usually hides the puppeteerfrom view - either behind mask- terrorize children when the full-size skeleton of a Tyrannosaurus
ing or disguised in black, rendering the manipulator invisible. This Rex charges the stage and confronts the orchestra. Rather, it is an
reinforces the illusion that the puppet has its own inner life, in sharp image of wonder and delight. Whether it is the pianist participating
contrast to musicians or actors with whom it shares the stage . in in the puppets ' fantasies in /f/ Teatrino de Bernal or the actors who
Lanz's work. instrumentalists and singers are often in the foreground portray adult brother and sister in Debussy's A Box Of 7bys. the
ofthe scene, and are always asked to be more active -to play, react connection of the human and the puppet worlds exemplifies the
and have a stronger physical presence on stage. Lam: is interested special excitement that Etcttera provides their audience. I can only
in a relationship between the puppet and the live performer that record my experience of these wonders. Viewing the video clips
contrasts reality and fantasy. This has evolved over the years with at titeresetcetera.com - or better yet, experiencing an Etcttera
fantasy and reality getting closer or farther apart.alternately confus- performance live - will do much more to take us to the heart of
ing and permeating each other. The essence. however. is to establish an amazing puppet company and show us their very generous soul.
a relationship between the human and the object while maintaining (yee photos,page 32)
the illusion that the object lives alone. having a magical life.

When working with live musicians. 1.anz avoids the image of Miguel Romero is a set designer and director. He
the formal. stiff classical performer. He believes that if the audi- is on the theater faculty of the University of Massa-
ence sees a musician so much as turn to look at what is happening chusetts, Amherst.

1 TY" ./.
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• PETER AND THE WOLF

• A Box of Toys

/Y

• EL RETABLO DE MAESE PEDRO

• DREAMING THE CARNIVAL OF THE ANIMALS
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,>Some interconnected thi)ughts 6 4 o
1}1  lilll(Iii E 1{111'lidi

Apuppet whobecomes humanisthestuffoflegends. ' /f/,41,\ J

The ' M i l l ionhoptipet  Earch'in e\vash i neL,#trcu'i  D .C .  fhowied Stliat  p u ppets and h u m ans can 9 - j4 4 ,.~lili
interact in ways to effect change, or at least draw attention. As one sign read: "If puppets
are outlawed, only outlaws will have puppets.
What can dancers learn from puppets? What can puppets learn from dancersi f 4Puppets and dancers reseinble each other in their love of the pose (moments of stillness) 444 :14'6·Z
and their love of  move nient.. But can puppets actually dance.'

8-s?.ips . ] : ... 14,64~
Many of the links between puppetry and dance stem from Asia. In India. for example,
Kathakali dancers emerge from behind a richly-colored cloth. as if from behind a puppet
screen. and the movements of  classical dancers from Mynmmar (Burma) mimic the rise
and fall of marionette* trom that country.' But the connections also Mem fromthe Western
belief since antiquity of  a link between the shadow and the soul. Puppets and shadows. r
Eros and Thanatos. Where does the puppet end. and other forins, like animatronic figures *,5 ~~ 'f.1,9
with their closed movement options. begin?

Puppets and dancers bring us stories of entrapment. And expansion. And enchantment.
They help us question the -representational hierarchy" of "the opposition of player and '
puppet. author and object."-1 Where does the puppet end and the automaton begin? How
large of a step is it from the autoinaton to the danceri

ENTIMPHIENT em
Think of Pinocchio in Carlo Collodi ' s The AdventureA of Pinoccho : Storr of a Puppet ...
(1881-83)-a puppet brought to life, whose dream is to become a "real boy." But how
much more interesting he was as a puppet! '6::..

In Ernst Lubitsch's early film 7'/te D,1//(19 19).awonian comically transform~ herself U'ly(fs;.'.3.~i.f·' ~..~*„~~:r:#~ :f'S·A ,· f. ':%4Zy»R.&4 2'# ,into a mechanical doll to win the husband of her dreams. And the ballet Coppe/ia (first ,,1 '.,7.057'.41·.., ··A.14,- '.
performed in 187()) where a youne woman pretends to be a doll to show her delusionary ,<4.4:'4'
fiancd that he has fallen in love with toymaker Coppelius's doll. mistaking her for a real
-ideal" girl. This dance, based on "-The Sandman" by E.T.A. Hoffmann.and made famous C Fbe J)
by the film The Titles of Hoffmann ( Michael Powell and Emeric Pressberger. 1951 ), stars
several framous dancers: Moira Shearer. Leonide Massine. and (as the puppet nia.~ter)
Frederick Ashton. But in the end. dancers and puppets enter separate worlds. the live <L,--1 tliib) : ..dancers triumph.

Real boys. Real girls. Moving away from puppetA.

But lets move away from tile trickery ofthe puppet- human switch of The Doll or Coppelia ,
R.oreven from the moving dolls in the Nit/cracker, to the tragedy of Petrushka which " cannot VOCbe dismissed as a fairy tale because the puppets are simply too human."' 6

Pet,i,shka (premiered 1913) shows freedom to be as illusory as a marionette daniliniz 4..without a puppeteer. Or is it so? in the ballet with glorious music by Igor Stravinsky and
choreography by Michel Fc,kine. puppets are brought to life by music. by the magic flute of
the Wizard (aka The Magician.The Charlatati). The sell-sati3fied lugubrious Moor dances en
dchors (outward-facing steps),the vacuous Ballerina (Columbine) only knows a few steps.
and Petrushka,thetimid puppet (dancingen dedans, inwardly) yearns for the Ballerina but
has no rights. The Ballerina is pushed and pulled by these two men (puppets). *11 1"7 44 1 1 , r.8 SE
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The ballet Petrushka whisks m away with its music -a clash of cymbals and tam-
.'* 5.'' bourines, dancing bells. slowly stalking bass to evoke the pre-1.enten Shrovetide Fair of91162 cs 44~

St. Petersburgofthe 1830<.Thepuppets arealsoinspired to move by cellosof triumph.
and nervous violins. Stravinsky offers us the rather aimless wandering of the niusic for
the Moor, and the 'Petrushka chord"-a cry that combines the white keys (a major broken
chord) and the black keys (an F#major chord) in heightened dichotomies.4

Nijinsky, Nureyv, Barishnikov-All the great male dancers have asked for the role
of Pierrot-Petrushka. not for the role of  the extraverted Moor. Why might that be? They
all wanted to transform themselves into the pathetic but defiant puppet who moves in an
angular yet flexible manner. Could it be that Petrushka has something that transcends
the Wizard'?

r., In the end.the puppet is shown as dead. but the dancer triumphs. The puppet's soul/ghost
ascends to the roottop and taunts the terrified Wizard-puppeteer below.

( In an ironic twist , Basil Twist directed a purely puppetry version of Petritxhka at
Lincoln Center in 2001.As dance critic Joan Acocella reports. at the end ofthe produc-
tion. Petrushka "sticks his face out of a black curtain at the Nide of the auditorium. He has

.)4·'<1.4 . 5'Irs':
 jumped out of the puppet theatre."-)

532#Re. V,#WS',5,>*Al,r .?·E £*.*5
1*m['INIEw
But what if the puppet-human mix could arouse not only pity or humor, but awe? Iii Java.
wavang klitit shadow puppets and wart// 1 ,4 wong ('c)/trt dancers move along a horizontal
plane. with the dancers following in the model of the puppets. Puppets of shadow are best

. reserved for uods. heroes. and sacred clowns. Puppets of history and eternity toss their
stories against a translucent screen. and become terrifyingly large when held up behind a
screen. The shadows emerge and disappear like figures in a dream.

In contrast to the kinds of movement patterns of the three dancers in Petnishka, the
wavang wong dancers are the epitome of gracefulness. like figures moving under water.

Revered puppets(in Java. Sicily. a few other countries) are preserved iii special boxes
' and passed down for eenerations. Consider these words about stop-motion ningro (pup-

pets/doll) animation by masters like Kawainoto Kihachiro who wait tosee whatthe puppets
themselves reveal. how their jinwi (life) is revealed iii performance.

ent in the here,ism and devotion of the ning.v,j who act whole-heartedly and in a highly

"Puppets that perform whole-heartedly are quite admirable and have a wonderful power
of expression that no living actor can come close to .The strength of expression appar-

focused way, somehow relates to the way their real nature is originally an inanimate one.
When actors play the role of a protagonist in a drama. they live the life of the protagonist
while performing. When no longer performing the role. actors have lives of their own.

/1 TJ For a ,/ingro in a puppet play, the moments when the puppet i, performing are the sum of

role. they just return to being a wooden figure, an inanimate object. The ning.vo is born to
its human life (jinsei) They have no human life of their own. When the ning,·6 leaves the

\*1 \ play that role and only when playing the role. life (seimci) is breathed into it and it lives
its unique life earnestly.""

·5- E/*liI iyrirTIlil
'. Some puppets and dancers are tricksters: -ridiculous-looking.disobedient.obscene.back-

ward. disrespectful. funny. powerful. or paradoxical characters.'7 The Japanese kappa.
Native American coyote, Pc,lynesian Maui. West African Anansi, the raven of the Pacific
Northwest. Harlequin of the commedia dell'arte- tricksters that delight us and restorek// 172 balance to our world.

In the film Mcmker Business (directed by Norman Z. McLeod. 1931). Harpo Marx
unites the trickster puppet and the trickster dancer. To escape the clutches of the rigid ship's

be a puppet in the performance for children on the ship.
steward. the stowaway Harpo literally enters into a Punch-and-Judy show. pretending to

11 . :
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As Wayne Koestenbaum writes of Harpo 's performance in The Cocoamits : "Demon - . '. ese, t:. *..
strating a pointless. antiutilitarian beauty. [Harpol puts effort and artistry into a motion
unseen by companions."S The audience of children adores him. as do we. watching from C~~,~ ~\~ ..524
the other side of another screen. r,/R.

LA :*,SFlr-il fll'101 111'r'1* * .S.4

Admittedly. to assert a connection between puppetry and dance is a "hard sell ." In a review .9*2

145in New Theatre ( Sept . 1936), noted dance critic Lincoln Kirsten wrote thatdance on film Y*,SRI«

needs both "a chorec,grapher educated not only in ballet but in all the fullest possibilities of
the film...By the fullest possibilities one means a treatment of human bodies comparable .10 A.,

to the way Disney treats his puppets.w What exactly might he mean ! .Cw.·ePuppets whose xouls are entrapped in societal limitations turn dancers into instru-
ments of despair . -48. 44.Puppets who serve as windows onto the sacred. turn dancers into hierophanies of

 
*im,/4"~.th42]6

heroes and gods.m
Puppets. Easily carried and also easily forgotten. The miniature attracts and evades 51*5*1@5. :53AA

our gaze. Where does the dancer take over from puppetry. and how does it return'? Both -PA- -'..,4.
puppetry and dance open us to new realms of enchantment. Puppets and dancers-how ·

 ··l,C· -
I .'484

they enrich each other and ourselves.! .. f:; 8 4 ....':F {14
Linda C. Ehrlich is an associate professor at Case Western Reserve University. , ir '7"

, 0 '' IShe has published widely in the fields of both cinema and poetry, and co-ed-
ited Cinematic Landscapes, an anthology of essays on the interface between ,
the visual arts and cinemas of China and Japan.
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IThe 16/lmving text ~1 't/X originally conceived by Roark
(/.3 a perfi,rmance/lecture. -Editorl

Young in Spirit and
Old in Sin:
Mr. Punch the Trickster God
by Carolyn Roark 4
CAROLYN: In the beginning, there
was Punch. Where he came from and
who his progenitor was...opinions
differ. There is consensus on one topic:
Punch is a SINNER. Max Beerbohm (Punch chuckles) because it didiit really stimulate
calls him a great sinner, "this wife- change. For the middle class it
beaten with his homicidal and CAROLYN: So, you murder your confirmed their low opinion of the
infanticidal ways. family, most of your friends. you proletariat and their own moral

obstruct justice, and sometimes you superiority. So, they provided the
MR. PUNCH: Root-i-toot-toot! even steal from the blind! Good financial nieans for the tradition to
Ladies and gentlemen, how do ye do? people do not do these things! Very, flourish.
If you all happy, me all happy too! very wicked people do. And everyone
Is most vicious slander to say Punch knows that the wicked are, by MR. PUNCH: This is material?
not good, Punch is no sinner, me definition, sinners.
misunderstood! CAROLYN: No, Mr. Punch,

(Punch looks at Carolyn for a moment) materialist .
CAROLYN: Mr. Punch, this audience
is a very intelligent, educated group of MR. PUNCH: Does the Devil take MR. PUNCH: I give you material!
people . You can't fool them that easily. Punch ? (His Carolyn two or three times with
They have heard of you, and they know stick) At's-the-way-ter-do-it! This kind
you're bad company. CAROLYN: Well, no....you get the of material good for everybody's soul!

better of him, too.
MR. PUNCH: No no no! Nice lady CAROLYN: (catc/les stick): Punch,
is mistaken! Punch is a fellow whose MR. PUNCH: Does Punch have to pay please. These are niy colleagues. They
intentions are good! for his crimes? expect me to be a professional. Or at

least not to hit myself in the head with
CAROLYN: Good intentions? Mr. CAROLYN: (sighs) No.... a stick.
Punch, every time you take the stage,
do you not throw your own baby out MR. PUNCH: Ergo, Punch is no MR. PUNCH: I thought you say these
the window? people in theatre.sinner!

MR. PUNCH: Yes! CAROLYN: Punch, is this some kind CAROLYN: Punch, that is beside the
of materialist argument? point! Anyway, I never said Shershow

CAROLYN: And don't you beat your is altogether right. I mean, there is
wife Judy to death with a stick? MR. PUNCH: Material what? definitely a material character to your

world. The problems of domestic
MR. PUNCH: Yes, yes! CAROLYN: Well, Scott Cutler abuse, the codified social structures.

Shershow speaks of you as (Punch brandishes his stick, Carolyn
CAROLYN : And the Doctor, your representative of the working- makes a placating gesture.) And even
friend Scaramouche, the Beadle. Same class, expressing their contempt for you have to admit-you're pretty
treatment? authority, punishing the powers-that- susceptible to the temptations of the

be for them. flesh. 'lhe sausage incident? Gluttony.
MR. PUNCH: Yes, yes, yes! And Pretty Polly? 7hat's lust, plain

MR. PUNCH: Eli? and simple.
CAROLYN: And even Jack Ketch,
you trick him into swinging from his CAROLYN: Yes, he says this was MR. PUNCH: So you so smart? You a
own rope? a relatively inert form of rebellion, theo - 10 -gi-an? What you think?
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CAROLYN: God seems to be on negative emotions. He says: not. But 1 think you have a lot in
vacation every time you show up! I suppose there never will be a time common with the mischief-making

when we shall not now and again gods of ancient mythology-like
MR. PUNCH: You saying Punch's need to imagine all our dismal Hernies, Mercury, Loki, and Puck.
world has no God? old restrictions and inhibitions I'ni saying that a context for your

being kicked gaily about by some particular sacredness must be found
CAROLYN: No, l'in not saying that unscrupulous and overweening by looking across cultures, instead
at all. But I am saying that he:s awful creature who goes unpunished for of within a particular one, you old
quiet when you're around. Look. doing so and indeed thrives. For sinner. Hyde says that tricksters cross

"There's always a ghost; sometimes its Shershow, you offer a safe form of the line and confuse the distinction
Judy's, sometimes someone else, And social rebellion and an ultimate between our typical categories for
the Devil shows up to play his part. But affirmation of bourgeois values; For the world. Like other tricksters, you
where is the Almighty? John Collier, you are a manifestation of could be considered "the mythic

the English spirit. embodiment of ambiguity and
MR. PUNCH: Maybe he here! ambivalence, doubleness and duplicity,

,MR. PUNCH: Bah! Punch is not contradiction and paradox. You re at
CAROLYN: Who, you? listening! You talking to yourself. the bottom of society.

MR. PUNCH: Why not Punch?! CAROLYN: Actually~ in away I am, MR. PUNCH: Hrmph!
Punch killed the Devil, now everybody Punch. [7hey both look down at the
can do what he wants . Ergo, Ego, arm working the puppet.\ Traditionally CAROLYN : You meet characters both
Oswego, Punch! (Whacks Carolyn once speaking, we shouldift be having this humble and mighty. You commit
more, laughing.) conversation . 1 should be hiding in a the most dastardly acts of mayhem ,

booth, and you should be addressing and your audience cheers. And like
CAROLYN : (turns to audience) the bottler or the audience, not me . Prometheus's theft of fire or Raven's
Actually, Mr. Punch has a point. theft of the sun, your mischief might
He has the most agency, and others MR. PUNCH: Then why you interrupt benefit humanity, as suggested by
always emerge the loser in a direct Punch's show? Collier, Shershow, or others.
confrontation. In many ways, lie
determines the rules of his universe, CAROLYN : Your show?! Punch, this MR. PUNCH: (nodding approvingly)
and then breaks them at will. But is g presentation...listen. I want to Yes. Punch is nice guy.
Punch is in no way omniscient, nor all- tell the audience what Lewis Hyde
powerful; although, as a puppet he has says about trickster figures in various CAROLYN: I wouldrit go that far.
a certain kind of immortality, he isn't mythologies, and how "social life A trickster need have no fellow
invulnerable. Others occasionally beat can depend on treating antisocial feeling for those who benefit from his
him at his owii game. characters as part of the sacred." mischieE Besides, you're still a liar...
(to Punch) Sorry, Punch . 71-le play's which is something else Hyde says
traditional narrative is grounded in MR. PUNCH: At's-the-way-ter-do-it! about tricksters-that they practice a
Christian culture and values even Punch is holy, holy, holy! distinct form of lying.

"Trickster feels no anxiety when heas it flouts them, so you don't fit the
profile, not even if we consider the CAROLYN: (laughing) No, you're deceives. He is often dependent on
vindictive, unpredictable God of the 

separation the eternal child who

others, to be sure, but that dependence
Old Testament. There:s only room for 0,0 rarely constrains him. He does not fear
you to be a sinner. cannot be significantly damaged and
MR. PUNCH: So what? The audience so may cleave to the pure and playful
like Punch that way. delight of floating fiction in the face of

stern reality."
CAROLYN: True. Alice Early and - i 16,/ Sy * (to audience) Punch is a consummate
Shershow both document the p,iblic's , 44.4 . *1 9 deceiver. Though he enjoys Judy's
angry response to any Punch professor ' 1~~,~0 4 ~ favors, he has no compunction about
who tried to have you repent or tossing their baby out the window. He
get carted offto hell. They describe . , =„=.. p i lies about the baby's whereabouts; he

lies about Judy's fate. And when hisincidents where such professors fled
under a hail of stones and mud for ; i. 10/ -\-r-*MAA#' lies are exposed, he resorts to his stick.
performing the wrong sort of ending When the gallows trumps the stick's
to the story. Beerbohm and others have 1,5*PE: I might, he plays dumb and tricks Jack
insisted that your unrepentant badness Ketch. And like many of his brethren,
is why audiences have loved you; you he is occasionally duped by others who
provide a release valve for our own use his own methods.

- 3i
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(Punchk attention wanders. Perhaps he even falls asleep in trouble for their appetites. You all fit into what Hyde
..

from boredom. Carolyn notices.) I try to keep that in mind. calls the paradoxical category of sacred amorality. In the
As you have already seen, just because I'ni the puppeteer salvation/damnation binary you form a third, exempted
doesn't mean I'm exempt from his abuse or deceit. Why do category. You don't go to hell for your crimes, but heaven
you think I'm playing devil's advocate? In the Devil he finds also bars its doors to you. So, you wander the earth in
an opponent against whom his lies do not work-Satan perpetuity.
is, after all, the Father of Lies. Punch eventually triumphs
through his stick and sheer force of will. And his victory MR. PUNCH: Root-i-toot-toot! Punch is immortal!
proclamation, "The Devil is dead. Now everyone can do
what he likes" is pure trickster-grounded entirely in the CAROLYN: Well...there is more competition in popular
satisfaction of desire and appetite . (Punch hears this.) entertainment now. 7here are still professors performing

your story, but people have lost their sense of humor about
MR. PUNCH: So, you see, it is just as Punch says. Punch is domestic abuse. But there are still trickster figures out there,
a trickster god! evolving as cultures become more pluralist.

CAROLYN: Punch, two pages ago, you tried to convince us MR. PUNCH: Who?
that you were God. The Almighty.

CAROLYN: Charlie Chaplin's Little Tramp, the Riddler of
MR. PUNCH: Never! the Batman Comics, almost any movie character played by

Jack Black. You could even make a case for Bugs Bunny.
CAROLYN: You did, too!

MR . PUNCH : Bugs Bunny ?! (Now the beating commences in
MR . PUNCH : Never said it ! earnest. Carolyn "ouches" for a few seconds.)

CAROLYN: Well, 1 hate to be the one that has to break it CAROLYN: Punch! Calm down! Stop! Behave yourself!
to you, Mr. Punch, but Hyde actually makes a pretty strong Try to be professional..... Good God, Punch, what's that?!
argument for why you can't be any kind oftrickster at all . (Points Ojf. Punch looks away. Carolyn snatches the puppet off

ofher own hand, sits on it.)
MR. PUNCH: The hell you says! Mr. Punch, and others like him, actually do serve a spiritual

and moral purpose, though it is not quite the one that
CAROLYN: Honestly, he does. He says: "If the spiritual some of his early apologists have suggested. 7 hese stories
world is dominated by a single high god opposed by a single are, as he says, "made in and for a world of imperfections."

"

embodiment of evil, then the ancient trickster disappears. Rather, by exposing moral ambiguity, forcing us to address
He says that such a spiritual ethos does not allow for the its consistent presence, we become (as Hyde suggests)

"trickster:s "great ambivalence. more able to avoid unconscious cruelty masked by inflated
righteousness." Ow! (jumping up) But that does not mean

MR. PUNCH: Lies! Lies! Lies! (punctuating with hitting they won't bite you in the ass.
Carolyn with his stick.)

CAROLYN: Punch, quit it! I haven't said I agree with Hyde! Carolyn Roark is the founding editor of Ecumenica. A
(Punch stops. Looks expectant.) 'Ihere is plenty oftrickster scholar whose work has been focused on religion and
behavior in monotheistic performance, social peda-
folklore, stories that resemble gogy, and performing objects,
ordinary reality, but with magic, her writing has appeared
bending of natural or social \n Theatre History Studies,
laws , or behavior that would be Youth Theatre Journal, 01-
considered extraordinary on 7 lantay, Puppetry International,
the normal plane. Many feature m and other publications. She
an uncommon character who has served as Focus Group
meets and bests the Devil. Some Representative for Religion
have a predominantly good i,(' and Theatre at ATHE, and
nature and find trouble through I·- currently convenes the Ar-
cockiness or foolishness. Others, 1 ticles-in-Progress workshop
such as yourself, have a wicked : **1 '*11' for MATC. She has a mild
but charming nature and get , r obsession with puppets.
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Dmitry Krymov Lab
Mo~,cow Theatre School of Dram tic Art
St Ann's Warehouse Brooklyn, Npw York
January 16, 2013
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Opus No. 7. from Russian artist-designer turned director Dmitry figures, extracting thein from both real and metaphorical white
Krymov, consists, of two one-hour pieces, Genealogy and Shes/a- walls of silence, their brutality also recalls the violence that led to
koric·h, conceived togetherand thematically related in dealing with the population's demise, The thousands of shreds of paper come to
victims oftotalitarianism. In GeneWON.v,thelong. white.cardboard represent the dead as the actors read JewAh names from them
wall that establishes the set becomes an active participant in calling Through further claboration of imagery. the Jewish characters
back to life the persecuted and murdered Jews of Soviet Russia. become tleshed-out. Again hands push through the wall. this time
The wall and the spirits it evokes are exemplary manifestations finding their way into the sleeves of hanging black coats. bringing
of the inanimate reanimated. The piece uses minimal language, the headless clothes to life to replay familiar gestures, like clean-
instead providing its memorial narrative through the engagement ing a pair of glasses. When the coats hold hands. the actorsjoin in:
of a group ofyoung actors with the material world around them to together. momentarily. they form a ring that binds the living and
create a tlow of visual images. the dead. the present and the past. Projections of black and white

(fenect/ogybegins withtheensemble of young menandwomen, photographs of Jewsofthepast replaced by moving,filmed images.
one of them pregnant. ready for a concert. Their haunting singing add further steps to Ile,hing out this lost population. Little pairs
accompanied by tuba brings the wali to life as a knife punches ofgla~ses that poke through the wall. as if staring at the audience,
through it. cuttinll out a high rectangular hole, out of which peer invoke the children who died in the Holocaust, The actors set up
a pair of eyes. Two more cuts reveal a pairoffeet. Anotherallows children'sshoes in tiontol theglasses, paintingthe outlines of heads
the arm holding the knife to push through to then cut a hole for a around them and little black coats under them. With this young
final arm to emerge. The contrast of living human flesh with the crowd assembled. otie of the actors picks up old photographs froiii
blank wall that encases it is both humorous and eerie. Each actor the ground and offers snippets of memories of the people (heard
takes a bucket of black paint and splashes a huge swash at distinct in only smaller fragments earliei ) adding historical detail and per-
points across the wall. They frantically staple black papers atop the sonality to imagery: -1 remember Uncle Isaac. He was in the arnly
splashes for skullcaps and twisted ropcs to evoke pals, creating, then." "Clara mid Senyon left for Chelyabinsk iii 1941.- -Mosya
with quick gestures. abstract representations of Orthodox Jewish did everything himself, He had hands of gold.- The final image is
men. Using box-cutters, they slice up the wall around the figures' the pregnant actress giving birth to a furthercollection ot children k
heads and, as spotlights fall on each silhouette, the cutout shapes shoes as a voice proclainis: "And a boy wa# born, his name was
nvay back and forth as if davening.* Through empty spaces behind Christ." Thix statement rounds off a genealogy that began the show
the shapes. harsh lights flash on as thousands of small newspaper with -Abraham begat Isaac." GE'/icalogr interweaves metaphorical
squares blow vic,lently out to coverthe audience and the long black threads of birth, death, and rebirth with historical ones, to enliven
Vage floor. These actions providea means ofremembering Jewish fragmented memories ofa lost population.
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Shostakorich uses actors,objects, and an enormous processional in her hand and shoots the figures one by one. Shostakovich. how-
Myle puppet of Mother Russia to enact the famous c<,inpo3er'* ever. seemi unstoppable. requiring repeated shots. The puppeteer
3truggle with thetotalitarian state. both the protection it gave him operating one <,1 the puppet's hands even lets the hand go to take a
and the demands it made. Conceiving of Shostakotic·h as a kind of pistol of his own. Although Mother Russia exits with Shostakovich
Chaplinesque clown. humorous and pathetic. the show play3 out a still alive. her impossibly long puppet arm soon slithers out from
series of circus-styleacts.accompanied by Shostaki,vich's music and the curtain to enwrap him like a snake. Accompanying officials pin
recordings of his famous speech to the Communist Parly leadership. a huge medal on him. its prong stabs through him, coming out his
iii which his voice falters as he expounds on Soviet realist art. back. He is forced to kiss the hand before it retreats.

The grand puppet figure of Mother Russia enters the arena stage Shostakovich now appears like a puppet himself. immobile.
through red velvel curtains. her charee in tow. Shostakovich (Anna carried around the arena by ensemble members who come into
Sinyakina). in concert tails. wrapped and gagged with cloth. He is set up the next act. a high wire event in which a man is suspended
forced in front of the roughly constructed. unfinished frame of an with a chandelier. They position Shostakovich underneath. at an-
enormous wooden piano, He enacts a series of violent acrobatic other mock-up piano. in the middle of a three-walled set. Actors
moves trying both to climb on mid escape the piatio. At cmc point spin the makeshift. idealized setting representing an incapacitated
it falls over, at another workers affix the top while Shostakovch Shostakovich on display. When the walls and piano (a fire blazing
cowers inside. inside) roH out, Shostakovich, thinking he is alone. again exhibits

Iii another act,the ensemble dance with cardboard slabs showing agency, lighting a cigarette. Only then does he notice the spying
images of important figures executed by Stalin. The placards are man hanging with the chandelier above him and. in attempting to
lined up in a tableau. Mother Russia, now sporting a military cap get him. the two sway from the ropes like an aerial team. Later a
along with her print dress and severejacket,takexacardboard pistol series of large metalpianosrollonstage. like an army oftanks. and

smash into each other to some of Shostakovichk haisher musical
strains. By the end of the show. a small rag doll replaces the actor
playing Shostakovich. Mother Russia. now in a flowery shawl.car-
ries it to her breast while crooning bleak. sentimental folk songs.
In the final moments. the cast abandons both puppets in a heap on

! the floor as they retreat behind the curtain.
Both pieces show Krymov and the students he collaborates with

in his experimental laboratory employing a wide-ranging language
of stage imagery to dig into emotionally charged moments in Rus-
sia'% past. They wrestle history into the present through a layering
of music. visual elements. and physical actions that put Krymov's
design background center stage.
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BOOK REVIEW

Something New frum Nouth iii' ili~1]order
Mexican Masks and Puppets,
Atglen, Pennsylvania,
Schiffer Publications, Ltd. 160 pp. $49.99
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Bryan J . Stevens ' s Mexican Masks and Pitppets is another ethno- men . though there is reference to a carver ' s daughter who is now
graphic volume from Schiffer (see review of their The Color/W beginning to make masks.)
Sogo Bi, Puppets of Mali . Pl #32). 1 . ike their previous titles . this is There is a tradition of puppetry, too , though there are fewer pages
a fascinating and detailed account ofa traditional culture and its art. devoted to this. These puppets are used in the dances of the Huehue
Itislikewiserichly illustratedwithhundreds ofcolorphotographs. and Tejonero. Typically, a puppet set contains figures of a man. a
For the reader . it is a treasure trove . For the writer. it was a labor of woman . a c '1161chere Ca woodpecker ) and a wooden box to hold
love based on research spanning a quarter of a century. them. The chdnchere is made to climb a tall bamboo pole by means

The specific subject matter ix tightly circumscribed. as is made of a string running up the center of the pole. This pole represents
clear by the subtitle : MaNter (2/rversc,/ the Siermde Pitch/a .:iii thespirits ofthetreesintheforest . important deities froin thetime
inland region slightly west of the Gulf of Mexico and just north of prior to the arrival of the Spanish. The male and female puppets
Oaxaca. To understand theproliferation of maskcarvers in thearea. combine elements of Joseph.Jesus and the Virgin Mary with those
one mu5t understand the datice and,in addition. the spiritual life of ofthe traditional nature spirits. The male and female figures are all
the region's inhabitants.Theoriginal residents were Totonacs.who hand puppets. Their most striking feature is the hands, typically
were later dominated by the Nahuatl. Both languages continue to much largerthan the heads,
be spoken in the region and their respective mythologiex have not The photos are informatively captioned. and there is ali extensive
only fused but have blended with Christian beliefs introduced at bibliography and an index. In the afterword. Stevens discusses the
the time of the Spanish Conquest. such that the Trinity has melded complexity of the religious beliefs (of which the masks and pup-
with local nature-based gods. pets are a reflection), to what extent the old beliefs have lost their

Most of the book is focused on mask carvers and. in fact, has power and even whether his speculation on the meaning of the
preserved information about many current and recently deceased religious character of the dances are entirely correct. Certainly. he
carvers whose names might well be lost to us otherwise. We also writes. -an important mystery remains,- and thus an opportunity
learn how each carver brings his own style to this very codified fur further research.
tradition. (I say "his- as the mask carvers have traditionally been
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111 }pet Drilmil, Shitdow Theitter, illid 5oine Parrot These threetraver,e,pace and time. a,Plavard *tate*.
and are also capable ol tran#torniation them~elve„ One wonder,
if, in creating thK mythic puppet world. Craig wa, etiviou0 ot the

lili 13: lterisiting the Paist po~,bilitte~ of the puppet cycle4 of Javane„c wavang Ait/it or the
various Indian pertormance mcarnation , ot the Mahabllarcita 01
Ramarima . and 0eeking to create hi $ own ver~on ot their va~t

Edward Gordon Craig . Le Theatre des Fous / The Drania for hi *torical ,cope . combination $ ot high and Ic ,w culture . comedy .
Fools Parts' L'Entretemps/Institut International de la Manon- romance. and cotillict
nette. 2012.425 pp €35. While Craig i~ well known a, a director alid theori~t. it is in-

teresting to 0ee him ~trictly a, the playwright ot Drama foj Fc ,<, 1 5
Alitour dll Chat Noir : Arts et plaistrs (1 Mc),itmartre . 1880- The 0hort play0 m this looie epic ate redolent ot much that had
1910 / Around the Chat Notr - Arts and Pleasures 1 11 Boliemian happened and wa, happening on the turn -of-the -century European
Montmartre , 1880- 1910. Pans Skin Flammarion , 2012 xtage the hallucinatoiy world of Stimdberg '. 1901 Dream Plar:

the 0ymboli , t wonder ot Maeterlinck '. 1908 Blue Bird. and the
Kenneth Gross,ed . On Do/A. London: Notting Hill Editions, outrageoux pxeudo-Shakeipearean atiarchi„in of Alfred Jarry', 1896
2012 . 130 pp . £ 10 . Ul,1 , Roi Craig '', play let$ al ,0 bring to mind the Gothic na,tine~ of

Gnnimi fairy tale,. and even the quirky magic ot Lewi4 Carioll's

Theje thiee booki mark recent 21 '-cent{{rx ej/(1, 10 10 0/jer more mid- 19' 11 -century Alice m Wimderland
Even more , Craig wa1 writing Di ama for Foolj at exactly the

example ; 01 the wealth of hz \ toriall precedelit; to the i zirrent
 ~aine time that Dada wax being mvented m Zurich and Futurism wai

flitrn' (4 MtereW m plippet \ alid oblect thcate, 111 a \un' mme (11
 happening m Italy ( where Craig wa. living ) However. in compari -

theNe book; break•, new ground. but by looking at the rec ent liciv 01
plippet5 m the We.Nt- 11(trtic tilarl) front the late- 19'1' ce,imri to the ion to the conceri [ 4 ofthose puppet- tilendly avant-garde movement,.

Craig'f intere*, $eem rooted in the 19'~ rather than the 2()'lf century.
mid-201, - ther help give ..0 a % tronger ien.se 0/ how we have gotten

and particularly concerned with moderni~ a$ it affected Britain
to our partu tilar moment of under>,tanding the field

more thail :inywheie e!4e m the world Inthiv,en,e, Craigi funny,
odd.and often perplexing little play„ rem hke an impred expan-

Edward Gordon Craig. the von ot 1911}-celitury Eng],0h marionette theater and 114 transform-
undoubted patriarch and grand

ing trick puppeK. muve-hall humor and pantomime theatrics The
vivonary of modern Western LE THEATRE -1 plan ~eem. m a way. imtiien0ely private. and the meaning ot the
puppetry, ha, been a com,tant DES FOUS ~
pre,,ence in puppet hi,,tory, but ,cene, A often impenetrable (pet-hap, le,~ 40 tor British reader,i)

THE DRAMA Spinning out hli Vories :15 an eApatriate m Horence. Craig ;eeinK
not nece~arily well undentood FOR FOOLS to be working through .ome combination ot hii ditficult childhood
beyond hi, clichtd caricature Edward Gordon Craig m Engl:ind. hi0 ongomg w:it on "legitimate" theater. h,0 difticul-
:14 the man who nchculou~y
wanted to replace actor$ with *. Dld,¢r Ma:Iaid

Aul/Ingtle ties with women. hi, conilicted wil~e ot ,exuality and gender. hi~
general cantankerousneH, h,0 pionounced cli,approval of modern

M Malt 11'n,11,~r (the Ubermarionette C what -
hte, Demociacy, A met icath, and Socia114111, and ht f yearning tora

ever that wa~ ) Craig ha, ./.4 .:a.
alway4 been convdered more :-4 reactionary return to alivocratic rule ( he wa~ one mu, t remember.

=4 il/kil:111 an ardent admirer of- Mu~,c, lim ) Craigi Drama for h)015 4how ·,
~enously in France. and the *S».'

./Btint-ever edition ot his Drama *r u. one veriton ot how modernign devabillied a talented art]5t. but

tor FooK, a 0eries of plays, for mepired him to respond to the challenge~ of the 20I1 century by
turning to puppetry Thi4 1, an eye-opening addition to the ongoing

marionettes, ha, been lovingly
~aga of Edward Gordon Craig

a~+embled and edited by a
talented team trom the [1~titut
international de la Marionilette m Charleville- MdiEre,. mcluding Around the Chat Noir: Arts and Pleasures in
the renowned Didier Pla~ard . Marion Chlnetter-Alev. and Marc Du- Bohemian Montinartre, 1880- 1910» anomer bi - lingual
villier This bilingual edition approache~ Craigi text~ a~ a valuable book troin Part, (available via the mternet it not in American book-
legacy of puppet literature. and 14 graced with beautiful puppet and 0tores) that treaK ir, to a ,umptiloi10 view of huropean puppetry from
;tage de,ign* by Craig. copioux footnote4. Introductory pauage0. a the turn of the la~t century The Chat Noir cabaret. m the bohemiall
bibliography. and other u~eful scholarly accouterment, environ; ot the Montmartre neighborhood of Parb, wa!, a center ot

Craig ' ~ Drama for Fools , a collection of 1110„tly un - avant -garde culture which . :r, 11 pretty well known . put puppetry .
produced niarionette play0 written between 1916 mid 1918. had a and particularly 41:idow theater. at the center of it, performance
grand 4cope to "rewrite the hi,tory of humanity." :10 Pla~ard pub life, and In0ptied talented vi~ual ait 1~ts. 11iu„ician,. and performer,
it. including -all theknownworld~ andepoch~.trombiblicaltimei. tore-itivent the 19'n-century undve,, c hmone, ~hadow puppet tradi-
Greek mythology. and clawcal antiquity until the Fir,t World War- tion~ a. :i contempot-ary lorm thi-ough which the0e arti#t0 and their
The matii characten are Cockatrice, Craigi vervon of a inythical audience„ could v[Auallie their modernr,t a,piratioth There have
Eliiabethan bea,t homewhat like a cro00 between a worm. 4nake. beeti numer(,untudie0 of the Chat Noir. tiicluding Arniond Field',
and dragon . a rather mtic,cent and good Blind Boy . and a venture - exemplary 1993 book Le Chat Nmi A Monmicirtre Calicirct ( 1/ id / t ,
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Ari [Jts iii T,trii-(,j-the- to the~ cla,Nc foundations of We4tein puppet theory with a 1928
Celittirr PariN Thic analy ,~ by Walter Betijamin ofatoy exhibit , Charle~ Baudelairei

, new volume is the 1853 rummation~ on -The Philo~ophy of Toy<'. and Ratner Maria
_ catalogue 01-a 2012 Rilke'nvildandithwring 1914 e~ay-Dolls Onthe Wax Dolh of

exhibition at the Mu- Lotte Prit7el " The tact that the„e eHay„ are about dolls does not. of
46e de Montmartre cour~.meantheyareirrelevantto puppetry itudie4 The difference

d lNOIN (a Ireat mu~um, ac- is that we are agam and again convdering the object, them*elveL
cording torecent viv- out~ide of their hfeon ~tage and in ritual performance Theemgma

~" " ~~ ~'~' rIK-, tati,~,|~ tor,0, and examine~ of litelike and not-~o lifelike human representationt or vmply
~">S«.r " 't{'*?t*~~ not otily the shadow utilitarian objecti, thu~ comes to the fore in the glence and etiline00

t .Ii,dIA-14 ,howi created by the of their vmple pre~ence Except fur Klet.u', writing. the e~ay, and
A« 11 „ E- group of arti ,·, ts that excerpts in 011 Doll \ don ' t give u, much to con~der about what

came to be known a; happens to the life of our puppet, when we 4et them m motion with

'. 1.e. Nabii, but ab,o otheti m 5equence$ ot action that tell ,tolie4 In~ead. the tone of
-, '~~ the development ot the~e analy,ef K contemplative. they are muvng„ on the material

P V #&. the whole Montmar- nature ot dead objecb. the p,ychological effect0 they have on u~.
" L.„~ , ...'. ..PA-< il1 ~ sr<.111 ~ -1.- 1 tre area a5 a nexu4 of and the \var, we imagine *uch object5 to embody certain power*

arti~tic innovation. and ettect~ Thi~. in it~ linilted way. 1~ u*etul to puppeteer,
and the life ot the Chat Noit m the larger context ot Pariv:in muve A real contribution Gro~ make~ here ii to expand our 0ethe of
halb of the time Puppeteer, m particular will be mspired by the puppet and object theoniing beyondtheott-cited Kle,4 and Freud
photograph0 and 0ketche, ot numerou$ Chat Noir 0hadow pup- text% Baudelaire'. e~ay on toy~ is a fine 19"'-century convderation
peb and, above all. 4et devgit,-eipecially by the ania,ing Henri ot the power of animign. which modernivn in general want4 to
Rivitre-which evoked the world~ of ,uch productic}m a4 The transcend. and arevelatory look at the range oftraditional and me-
Temptamm 0/ Sitint Anthoin (\ 887 ), C 'rite/ /iumiia ( 1891 ), and chanically innovative toy, ot the mid- 190(k 'The toy .- he wilte,.
the -4ymbolic review" Ai//cit,·4 (E/,e,i'here') (1891 ) The complex "1~ the child'~ carliev initiation mto art " Rilke', analyv~ oil.otte
cut-out background 4ets for the4e Ilic),v$ are aparticularrevelation. Pritzeli waxen art dolh emphaAizef the fact that such dimmutive
viiioi70 of  a rapidly changing urban landfcape that the Chat Noir ttgure~ arebearenof inten„e. 0ophixticated. andsometime~ violent
arti~ felt compelled to tty to undeKtand thoughts and feeling; for adult, a~ well as children Katia\, 1919

depiction of "Odradek: a kind ot 4pool-like wooden
Kenneth 6,044', anthology toy that my*riou,dy move~ all over the narrator\,
On Dolls , publi „hed iii a hou~e , A a tine example of the Prague writer '%
beautiful pocket-vied volume adroit ability to combine domevic comfort with
by London 's Notting Hill Ed ,- terror Gro44 tocu „es on Odradek in Puppet An

D.tion0. K. m a way. a kind of E 5 jar (m Unc amn Litc. and it is great to 0ee the
,ource book companion to hi, two text$ in tandem Bruno Schults 1934 ~tory

Tailors' DummieC' which Gro,4 excerpb here.2011 collection Puppet An
Enay 0/1 Unam/11 Lite One - 1$ entertainingly in~ane-the nartator's father
of the many challetige0 we xpins out wild lectures about the power of obJecK
face m tr> ing to figure out \vhat .-/ to an audience of heam,tre,$se,, who mot-e than
exactly puppet, do and have effectively counter that power with a vmple
done in their many centuriei revelation ot a ~eductive female foot 'tightly
of world-wide performance covered iii black %,lk " Equally wild 1~ "The
hi'.tory K the val variety ot war, that the form can bi Marionette Theater" by the late Israeli poet and
under~tood-not only a~ theater hi„tory, but al40 a; art playwright Denni~ Silk, who for ~orne rea„on ~
hiftory. philo~ophy. performance 0tudie0. material culture Just now beginning to be recogn17ed a~ a pow-
(a newly popular mode ot academic analyvi), $emiotie, ertul theorist and creator of object (or "thing."
phenomenology. playwriting, anthropok)gy, folklore. and as Silk would prefer) performance Countering
ma~ media ~tudies The fact that puppetry touche* on all the infectious and happy crazinev of Schul, and Silk is Marina
theieareai make~ ithard tobnng together examplesottheditferent Warner's 2006 es~ay on wax tigure$, from medieval Christian
mode, ot thinking that have m~pired wrtter$ to try to under~tand the sainK' effigie, to anatomical models. Madame Tussaud's museum
torm GroAT anthology ot eHayi from the early 19"i to the early figures, and contemporary ~culpture$ by Cornelia Parker and Ron
21' century make,, a coherent itatement by focuvng on objecti Mueck Warner approaches the„e ~ubjects from the per~pective of
theinxelvei-toyA. dol14, hou$ehold objecti. tailors' dummiei, wax art critici~m. which. again, doe~ not ofter Invght into the nature ot
ettigie~. automata-object, genetally out,ide the realm of puppet objects in motion But. likeall oftheessay, in Gross'~ pocket-sized
performance proper Gro~ doe; give u~ Heinnch von Klei,t\. fa- collection. Warner's writing give,. great insights  into the nature of
mou0 1810 es,ay "On the Marionette Theatre." and excer» from theie objectnve play with
Freudi iconic 1919 p~ychological vudy of 'The Uncanny."but add4 Ite, le,U 1)1  .101111 Ilimll



PUPPETRY INTERNATIONAL ~

]E]LAIJTY ISA new documentary explores the career of Wayne White. Many
puppeteers will know White's work as the creator and puppeteer of EM]lillililiSS INGmany iconic figures on the incomparable 1980s TV phenomenon,
P/.(.;' (./. ' f Pia>'house, notably Randy and Dirty Dog . -Puppeteer:
though.does not begin to adequately describe White's career. Even forinstance,are basically -found ailworks"-thrift shop finds-over
puppeteers may not know that for all four season ' s of Beakmaii 's which he has painted profoundly ironic words or phrases . '- And if
Wor/d he was a one-man animation department-ati impossible you don't like it. /lick v,m!- he shouts to the universe, but always
task at which he nonetheless triumphed. though ata cost: "My with such joy that it elicits laughter and cheers from his audiences.
wife took to calling me 'the thing in the basement.- Using an old While these paintings were at first dismissed by the establishment
Commodore computer, he was cranking out animation at an aina/.- ('Entertaininent is a dirty word in the art world." says White). crit-
ing rate: "But." he chuckled in our phone interview. "it was going ic< began to understand the depth of White as both a technician and
~)lIt oil national TV.- social critic. Before long. he was getting major one-man shows.

Beauty 8 Embarrassing does a first-rate job of presenting Wayne There is also a lot here for puppeteers to love. When he first
White as a man for whom there is no separation between art and started to build for Peewee ~ Pho·house, he had little experience with
life. Which is not to say his life is one-dimensional-strong family puppets: "Sure l can make puppets."he assured the producers. He
ties and deepfriendships areatthecoreof hisbeing-buteveryone told methattheoriginal Randy wascarved out ola solid block of
in White's life all seem part and parcel of his creative vortex. His pine. "It weighed about lifteen pounds. Dirty Dog was built on an
wife, Mimi Pond. is a comic book artist. both of his kids are cm- oven mitt." The first season was shot in a NYC loft-completely
barking on careers in visual arts, and his friends are collaborators iii:~dequate forTV production.Afterthat.the show was moved to LA
and/or fans. and had a real budget and crew. -Randy got a lot lighter, was cast in

One can't but be impressed with the breadth of White's artistic polymerand had an eye mechanism."There is some great backstage
output. Beyond the TV puppetry and animation.he draws and paints, footage from Pee,rec'x /'/ay/initse. While the show was being taped.
designs Kets.creates kinetic sculpture. music videos (including the White and the two other puppeteers spent the long hours when they
iconic Smashing Pumpkins "Tonight. Tonight!"steampunk master- weren't needed on the set in their own room. where they'd built their
piece),large-scale artinstallations and plays banjo.Thedocumentary own puppet booth out of cardboard and junk and were constantly
moves from clips of White:s various projects. tointimate moments improvising puppet shows. They called it the Flock Box Theatre.
withthe artist inhishomestudioin LA andhischildhoodhomein When Peewenshutdown after seasoii 4. they hauled it uptothe
Tennessee, to moments from White'% recent solo performance-a roof of the studio and tossed it off iii a Liand final gesture. For all
sort of multi-media lecture-cum -stand-up routine entitled (what the fantastic projects chronicled iii Beauty is Embarraning. those
e I se): Beautv ix Endmrrassing. sessions of Flock Box are the ones I'd most like to sce.

Beyond the sheer amount. variety and quality of White's art. A lot of Wayne Whitek work can be found on the internet. In
though. is his attitude and the seemingly bottomless well of good addition to Pee,t'('c., Heakinctit'x Work/. and the Smashing Pumpkins
humorand love thatpervadeshisworkandlife . Hisrecent paintings . video . youcan findalocal children 'sshow called Mrs . Cabobble 's

('aboose. an installation called Big Lick
Boom,and a time lapse video of the construe-
tion 01 -Big Lectric Fuji."

A Google search will undoubtedly turn
1 up more. Above :ill, check out the trailer for

1 /r Beautri.5  /Duharrci.yxing. Itwillbeawelcome
~ ~~ addition to any artist's video library. and you

I,, can stream or download the film for under
fibi ten bucks!

- www.beautyisembarrassing.
com/the-file/wayne-white/
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fJIM HENSON FOUNDATION
#054' Congratulations to the 2013

Jim Henson Foundation Grant Recipients !

PROJECT GRANTS (55,000)
Blair Thomas & Company
With Love from Edgar Allen Poe

Chicago Children's Theatre :, ,
The Elephant and the Whale

Concrete Temple Theatre
The Peculiar Extremities of Perseus

Melissa Creighton
Love Me Knot

Double Image Theater Lab
A Chance Shadow

Lone Wolf Tribe Thi Piculiar Extrinietics ol Pei-seu„
The God Projekt Concrete Temple Theatre

Mabou Mines
La Divina Caricatural
Part 11 Ecco Porco Christine Marie

Signaling Arcana

Zvi Sahar
Love Me Knot 56/t ofthe EarthMelissa Creighton

Spybird Theater
Eye Of the Storm

MS. Jones and the Frozen City Luis Tentindo
terraNOVA Theatre Collective, Inc.

Kori & Alo

terra NOVA Theatre Collective, Inc.
P.S.jones and the Frozen City

Basil Twist

Kori & Alo Rite of Spring

Luis Tentindo 4--- Wakka Wakka Productions, Inc.
'4~*Ef' SAGA

21) 1.1 Gram 1<c, tcu 1*,ard: Cheryl Henson, Jane Henson, Pani Arclero, Louis Borodinsky,
Leslee Asch. Heather Henson, Martin Robinson, Richard Termine. Eric Bass. Janie Gelser, Kathee Foran



4 11 Family GRANTS <53,000)
11

-* Max R. Daily
Peter and the Wolf (revisited)

ff Cindy Derby
Mr. Kyoto's Aquarium Shop

Bonnie Duncan
Squirre/ Sto/e My Underpants

r
Dramatic Adventure Theatre/
The Puppet Kitchen
A Gir/ Without Wings

Liz Joyce & A Couple of Puppets
The Doubtfu/ Sprout & the Secret World of SoilSquirrel Stole My Underpants

Bonnie Duncan Madcap Puppet Theatre
Amah/ and the Night Visitors

SEED GRANTS (52,()00) Mettawee River Theater Company
Torry Bend Kyle Loven Taliesin
ifMy Feet Have Lost the Mr. Moon Spellbound Theatre
Ground am I Closer to Heaven? Jeanine Padgett & Wink
Aaron Cromie & James Sheehan
Mary Tuomanen Soul ofwood
The Body Lautrec Skysaver Productions
Julian Crouch The lonesco Project
Broken Plastic Bird Heart Trouble Puppet Theater Co.
Dead Puppet Society The Head
Of Litt/e Matter Christopher Williams
Emily DeCola Wo/Fin-Skins
Mapping Up

Andy Gaukel
Schweinehund

f 
o
D
d

Taliesin
Mettawee River Theater Company

2014 GRANTING (YCLE
The Foundation awards grants at the end of each year for the
creation and development of innovative and contemporary work
for adult and family audiences. The postmark deadline for
letters of intent is Aprill,2013.

Guidelines and applications available at:
hensonfoundation.org

To request an application by mail, please contact our office.

37-18 Northern Blvd, Suite 400
Long Island City, NY 11101

Phone: 212.439.7504
Wink Email: info@hensonfoundation.org
Spellbound Theatre
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The Old Alpha Male puppet from ignorance, Old Trout Puppet Woshop
(see article, page 10)

A Publ·cation of ~.~„tUNIMA-USA


